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DHÁRMAN IN THE R
�
GVEDA

In his article on the development of dh�arma, Paul Horsch already has
given consideration to the meaning of dh�arman and related terms in
the R

�
gveda. In this essay, I examine Horsch’s conclusions about

dh�arman by approaching its analysis in a somewhat different way.
Where Horsch’s discussion of R

�
gvedic dh�arman is set within the

broader arc of the history of dh�arma and Indian culture, I will con-
sider only the R

�
gveda. Where he discussed other nominal and verbal

derivatives of
p
dhr

�
, I will study only dh�arman and dharm�an. And

finally, where Horsch selected examples to illustrate the semantic
range of dh�arman, I will account, or at least try to account, for all
instances of dh�arman and dharm�an in the R

�
gveda. This strategy will

not produce a synoptic account that even approaches the scope of
Horsch’s work, but it may provide an anchor for the reevaluation of
the history of dh�arma.

A study of the attestations of dh�arman in a single article is possible
because dh�arman occurs a manageable 63 times in the R

�
gveda,

including once in a compound dharmak�r
�
t, six times in saty�adharman,

and once in an adjective dh�armavant. In addition, there are another
four examples of dharm�an and two of dh�ar�ıman. While this is not a
small number, the relatively modest frequency of dh�arman nonethe-
less implies that it was not a central term in the R

�
gvedic lexicon or in

Indian culture of the R
�
gvedic period. Nor does the word have a long

history before the R
�
gveda. There are Indo-European parallels to

dh�arman (cf. Wennerberg 1981: 95f.), but the only Iranian equivalent
is Old Persian darm�an ‘remedy,’ which has little bearing on Indo-
Aryan dh�arman. There is thus no evidence that IIr. �dharman was a
significant culture word during the Indo-Iranian period. In this re-
spect, dh�arman contrasts with other terms whose semantic sphere
dh�arman sometimes intersected and eventually subsumed, such as r

�
t�a

(Av. a�sa) and vrat�a (Av. uruuata). Both these terms had significant
roles in the old Indo-Iranian religious vocabulary, and therefore
study of their meanings in the R

�
gveda has to consider the Iranian

evidence and their pre-R
�
gvedic history. In contrast, the discussion of

dh�arman can reasonably begin with the R
�
gveda.
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But even if it was not a central term within the R
�
gveda, dh�arman is

thoroughly established in the text, since the word is attested at all its
chronological levels. The following chart presents the occurrences of
dh�arman (including dh�armavant, saty�adharman, and dharmak�r

�
t)

through the layers of the R
�
gveda from the old family books (2, 4–6) to

book 10 and the R
�
gvedic appendix in 8.49–591:

The distribution of the term, especially its increasing frequency in the
younger layers, confirms that it is a part of the developing termi-
nology of the R

�
gveda. Interestingly, 7 of the 11 attestations of

dh�arman in the oldest R
�
gvedic layer occur within book 5, and

therefore its increasing occurrence in later books may partly reflect
the influence of the Atri poets. In addition, the large number of
attestations in 9, the Soma Pavam�ana book, shows that dh�arman
belongs especially to the vocabulary of Soma. Not indicated by this
chart, but almost as significant, is its association with Mitra and
Varun: a. These latter attestations are distributed throughout the
R
�
gveda, although they appear especially in its older levels: 6� in the

family books, 2� in book 8 (including 1� in the V�alakhilya section),
1� in 9, and 2� in 10.

Since dh�arman is a developing term in R
�
gveda, its meaning reflects

directly its etymology and form. And, happily, the formation of
dh�arman is transparent. It is derived from

p
dhr

�
‘uphold, support, give

foundation to’ and a -man suffix. Therefore, it denotes a thing which
upholds or supports, or, more simply, a ‘foundation.’ The word
dharm�an, a noun of agent, then designates an ‘upholder’ or ‘foun-
dation-giver.’

Unlike dh�arma in the later period, which becomes richly evocative,
dh�arman in the R

�
gveda has few consistent, concrete associations. To

borrow an example from Stephanie Jamison (1996: 11), ‘porridge’ has
specific literary connotations that the neutral term ‘oatmeal’ does not.
In its R

�
gvedic attestations, dh�arman is far more ‘oatmeal’ than ‘por-

ridge,’ and therefore, in each of its occurrences, the best approach is to
see how the basic meaning of ‘foundation’ applies. Of course, ‘foun-

Old family books (2, 4–6) 11

Young family books (3, 7) 6

1, 8.1–48, 8.60–103 14

9 13

10 18

8.49–59 (V�alakhilya) 1
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dation’ is by no means a perfect rendering of dh�arman, as I will soon
amply illustrate by so translating it, but it is a good starting place. In
examining its attestations, I will try to account for the use of dh�arman in
as coherent and efficient manner as possible. By ‘coherent,’ I mean that
the actual sense of the word in a particular passage should be evidently
connected to its basic meaning, ‘foundation.’ By ‘efficient,’ I intend an
analysis that avoids unnecessarily inflating its semantic sphere.

DH �ARMAN AND RITUAL

Sacrifice as the ritual foundation for the world

I begin with passages in which dh�arman describes the ritual as the
basis or ‘foundation’ for the world. In 5.15, dhar�un: a, which Eliza-
renkova (1995: 152)2 describes as the hymn’s ‘magic word,’ is re-
peated and echoed by other derivatives of

p
dhr

�
throughout the

hymn. Dh�arman itself occurs only once, in 5.15.2 r
�
t�ena r

�
t�am:

dhar�un: am: dh�arayanta yaj~n�asya �s�ak�e param�e vy�oman / div�o dh�arman
dhar�un: e sed�us:o n��r

�
~n j�ata�ır �aj�at�a _m abh�ı y�e nanaks: �uh: ‘‘In making pow-

erful the sacrifice in the highest heaven, they (= the A _ngirases) sup-
ported the truth, itself a support, by means of the truth / – they who
have reached the men (= the gods) that have taken their seat upon the
support, upon the foundation of heaven; they who, even though they
themselves were born, (have reached) the unborn.’’ Threading
through this verse is not an easy chore. The A _ngirases have ‘sup-
ported,’ or given foundation to, ‘the truth.’ This truth is the sacrifice
itself, which is the truth because it is an expression of the nature of
things (cf. Skjaervø, 2003), and as such, it is the template and ultimate
basis for world. Since it is the basis for the world, the truth that is the
sacrifice is ‘itself a support.’ Moreover, the A _ngirases supported this
truth ‘by means of the truth,’ that is, by means of the hymns they
sang. In sum, the truth (= the hymns) is the support for the truth
(= the sacrifice), which, in turn, is the support for the world. In lines
cd, there is an ambiguity, undoubtedly an intentional one, as to
whether the seat of the gods is their heavenly seat or their seat in an
earthly sacrifice. In either case, however, the ‘support,’ upon which
the gods take their seat, is again the sacrifice. Since this sacrifice is
itself the foundation (dh�arman) of heaven,3 dh�arman here signifies the
ritual as the foundation for the gods and the world.

In a similar manner, the sacrifice is both the support and the
foundation of heaven in 10.170.2 vibhr��ad: br

�
h�at s�ubhr

�
tam: v�ajas��atamam:
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dh�arman div�o dhar�un: e saty�am �arpitam / amitrah��a vr
�
trah��a das-

yuh�antamam: jy�otir jaj~ne asurah��a sapatnah��a ‘‘That which blazes forth
aloft, well-borne, best prize-winner – (that) real (= the sun) is
embedded into the foundation, the support of heaven. Striker of
enemies, striker of obstacles, best striker of barbarians, the light has
been born as the striker of lords, the striker of rivals.’’ Where and
what, then, is the support and foundation in which the sun is
‘embedded’? On one level, at least, this foundation is likely represented
by the sacrifice, in which the fire, ritually corresponding to the sun, is
installed. At the end of the hymn, the sun itself then becomes a support
that sustains the living world: 4c y�enem��a v�ı�sv�a bh�uvan�any ��abhr

�
t�a ‘‘by

whom all these living worlds are borne here.’’ Note also that in the
phrase dh�arman div�o dhar�un: e, the genitive div�as, standing between the
two locatives dh�arman and dhar�un: e, patterns with either and with
both. With dh�arman, it replicates the phrase div�o dh�arman dhar�un: e of
5.15.2, and with dhar�un: e, it inverts it. These shifts argue for the
essential equivalence of dhar�un: a ‘support’ and dh�arman ‘foundation.’

Not only the sacrifice in general, but also the central constituents
of the sacrifice function as foundations for the world. The fire is the
heart of the sacrifice, and in 10.88.1 the god Agni creates the foun-
dation for the living world: 10.88.1 hav�ıs: p��antam aj�aram: svarv�ıdi di-
visp�r

�
�sy ��ahutam: j�us: t:am agna�u = t�asya bh�arman: e bh�uvan�aya dev��a

dh�arman: e k�am: svadh�ay�a paprathanta ‘‘The pleasing oblation and
drink is poured here in Fire, who finds the sun and touches heaven.
For him to bear the living world, and yes, to give it foundation4 in
accordance with his own will, the gods will extend themselves.’’ The
hymn is addressed to S�urya and Agni Vai�sv�anara. Here Agni, the
sacrificial Fire, assumes the form of the universal fire, the sun, and
thereby becomes the foundation for all things.

Like Fire, so also Soma supports heaven and earth: 9.86.9 div�o n�a
s��anu stan�ayann acikradad dya�u�s ca y�asya pr

�
thiv��ı ca dh�armabhih: =

�ındrasya sakhy�am pavate viv�evidat s�omah: pun�an�ah: kal�a�ses:u s�ıdati
‘‘Thundering like the back of heaven, he has cried out, by whose
foundations heaven and earth (have foundation).5 /He purifies him-
self, rediscovering again and again his partnership with Indra. Puri-
fying himself, Soma sits in the vats.’’ The verse describes Soma’s
pressing and purification through the woollen filter, the ‘back of
heaven’ (Oberlies, 1999: 154). The theme of the presence of soma
throughout the universe dominates this hymn. Just preceeding this
passage, for example, we hear that 8cd �adhy asth�at s��anu p�avam�ano
avy�ayam: n��abh�a pr

�
thivy��a dhar�un: o mah�o div�ah: ‘‘(Soma) has mounted
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the woollen back as he purifies himself, as the support of great heaven
on the navel of the earth.’’ And in the verses that follow vs. 9, Soma is
the ‘father and progenitor of the gods’ (pit��a dev��an�am: janit��a vs. 10)
and the ‘lord of heaven’ (p�atir div�ah: vs. 11). He moves between
heaven and earth (r�odas�ı antar��a vs. 13); he ‘touches heaven’ and,
‘filling the midspace, is embedded into the living worlds’ (divisp�r

�
�sam

antariks:apr��a bh�uvanes: v �arpitah: vs. 14). His representation in vs. 9 as
the foundation of heaven and earth, therefore, accords with the
context of the verse and the theme of the hymn as a whole.

The sacrifice as the ritual foundation for gods

Soma can likewise act not only as the foundation of heaven and
earth, but also as the foundation of gods, especially Indra. This theme
occurs several times, or I think it does, for the passages become
increasingly obscure. The clearest is 1.187.1 pit�um: n�u stos:am mah�o
dharm��an: am: t�avis:�ım, y�asya trit�o vy �ojas�a vr

�
tr�am: v�ıparvam ard�ayat

‘‘Now I shall praise food, that gives foundation to the great one and
that is his force, / that by whose power Trita violently shook away
Vr
�
tra, whose joints were broken.’’ Although this is ostensibly a hymn

to ‘food,’ the food addressed both in this verse and throughout is the
soma.6 Soma, then, is the dharm�an, the one who gives foundation to
the great one. We would normally expect this ‘great one’ to be Indra,7

but here Trita occupies the position of Indra as the destroyer of
Vr
�
tra. In any case, it is on a foundation of soma (or sacrificially

offered food more generally) that Trita successfully is empowered to
break the obstacle represented by Vr

�
tra.

I interpret 10.50.6 along the same lines, although the context is so
open that it can be plausibly construed quite differently: 10.50.6 et��a
v�ı�sv�a s�avan�a t�utum��a kr

�
s:e svay�am: s�uno sahaso y��ani dadhis: �e = v�ar�aya te

p��atram: dh�arman: e t�an�a yaj~n�o m�antro br�ahm�odyatam: v�acah: ‘‘You have
made thick all these soma-pressings, which you yourself have re-
ceived, o son of strength. / For your choice and for your foundation,
there is offered, each in its turn, the cup, the sacrifice, the mantra, the
formulation, and speech.’’ Even though the epithet ‘son of strength’ is
characteristic of Fire, the god addressed here is Indra. Here the poet
invites Indra to choose this sacrifice and thereby to give himself a
‘foundation’ in the power and presence that the sacrifice confers on him.

In 1.55.3, we enter a realm of syntactic and interpretive uncer-
tainly, even deeper than usual: 1.55.3 tv�am: t�am indra p�arvatam: n�a
bh�ojase mah�o nr

�
mn: �asya dh�arman: �am irajyasi = pr�a v�ıry�en: a dev�at��ati
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cekite v�ı�svasm�a ugr�ah: k�arman: e pur�ohitah: ‘‘To enjoy that (which is)
like a mountain, Indra, you have control of the foundations of great
manliness. / He appears foremost among the gods by his heroism, he
who is the powerful one placed at the fore for every act.’’ I suggest
that t�am refers to the soma (mentioned in vs. 2c) and that the soma is
compared to a mountain.8 A problem for this view is that the basis
for a comparison of soma to a mountain is not apparent.9 But if
Indra’s control results in his drinking the soma, then his control is
reasonably over the source or the basis of the soma, the ‘foundations
of great manliness.’ These foundations might refer to the ritual, or
possibly to the soma juices themselves, which are the basis of Indra’s
strength. The precise sense of this verse, however, continues to elude me.

The sacrifice as the ritual foundation of Soma

In a material and religious sense, the sacrifice is the foundation for
soma, both god and oblation, for soma is physically and visibly created
within the ritual process. This is particularly evident in the hymns of
the 9th book, which celebrate and effect the appearance of both the
soma drink and the god Soma as soma drips through the filter and into
the soma vat. The ritual is the foundation on which soma is created in
9.7.1 �asr

�
gram �ındavah: path��a dh�armann r

�
t�asya su�sr�ıyah: = vid�an��a asya

y�ojanam ‘‘The drops of great glory have been sent surging along the
path upon the foundation of truth / – they that know its trek.’’ The
basic image of this passage is that of soma as a race horse, and the
foundation on which soma runs is the truth. The description of the
truth as a ‘foundation’ is particularly apt here, since dh�arman suggests
a physical foundation which could support a horse.10 This verse de-
scribes soma’s descent from heaven to earth during its ritual prepa-
ration. The truth upon which the soma’s path rests or course runs,
then, is either the sacrifice as a whole or the hymn.

A later verse in the same hymn returns to the theme of the foun-
dation of soma. Here, however, the foundation of somamight be either
that which creates Soma or that which constitutes the god Soma’s
nature: 9.7.7 s�a v�ay�um �ındram a�sv�ın�a s�ak�am m�adena gachati = r�an: �a y�o
asya dh�armabhih: ‘‘He goes to V�ayu, Indra, and the A�svins, along with
the invigoration, / with the joy which is according to his founda-
tions.’’ Because Soma has been properly fashioned in the ritual, he
becomes invested with the ability to invigorate and please the gods of
the morning offering. The dh�armans signify his ritual foundations,
which may be also the foundations of soma itself, the nature of soma.
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The possibility that dh�arman refers to the nature of soma is
strengthened because of a number of passages, considered section 4, in
which dh�arman has the sense of the foundational nature of a deity. I
have not included any instances of dh�arman with Soma among those
passages, however, because in the verses in which dh�armanmight refer
to the nature of soma, the sense of dh�arman as the ritual foundation of
soma is still present or still possible. In the case of 9.7, vs. 1 shows the
sense of dh�arman as ritual foundation but not that of dh�arman as the
foundational nature of a god. When dh�arman reoccurs in vs. 7, even
though the sense of ‘foundational nature’ is possible – Re, for exam-
ple, translates dh�armabhis here as ‘dans ses comportements’ – it con-
tinues also to carry the sense of a ritual foundation.

Likewise, these senses of the foundations of soma are combined
and elaborated in 9.107.24 s�a t��u pavasva p�ari p��arthivam: r�ajo divy��a ca
soma dh�armabhih: / tv��am: v�ıpr�aso mat�ıbhir vicaks:an: a �subhr�am: hinvanti
dh�ıt�ıbhih: ‘‘Purify yourself all around the earthly realm and the
heavenly (realms), o Soma, according to your foundations. / Far-
gazing, it is you, the resplendent, whom the inspired poets speed with
their thoughts and their insights.’’ Again, soma is purified both
according to his ritual foundations and possibly according to his
nature as the soma. In addition, the poet also evokes the image of
heaven and earth as the universal foundations that support soma.

Similarly, dh�arman is the ritual foundation of soma and the
foundational character of soma in 9.97.12 abh�ı priy��an: i pavate pun�an�o,
dev�o dev��an sv�ena r�asena pr

�
~nc�an = �ındur dh�arm�an: y r

�
tuth��a v�as�ano, d�a�sa

ks:�ıpo avyata s��ano �avye ‘‘As he purifies himself, he purifies himself in
the direction of the things dear to him – he the god that fills the gods
with his own juice. / The soma-drop, clothing himself with his
foundations following the ritual sequence, has enwrapped himself in
the ten fingers on the woollen back.’’ I have avoided the difficult
problem of the identity of ‘the things dear’ to Soma. On the basis of
9.75.1 abh�ı priy��an: i pavate . . . n��am�ani, Ge suggests that the ‘dear’ are
the ‘names’ of Soma, but they may just as well be the water and the
milk, the vessels, and perhaps the hymns and names. That is to say,
the ‘dear’ may be all the ritual constituents toward which soma flows.
If Soma moves toward the ritual constituents which make soma be-
come truly soma, then these constituents can be the foundations that
create and define him. Note the parallelism of ‘clothing himself in his
foundation’ and ‘has enwrapped himself in the ten fingers.’ The ‘10
fingers’ refer to the hands of the priests who ritually prepare the soma,
so the ‘foundations’ can likewise refer to things that are the bases of
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the soma offering. However, both Re and Ge understand the dh�arman
not as the ritual ‘foundations’ through which soma becomes soma,
but as the characteristics that soma assumes. So Re translates line c as
‘revetant ses propri�et�es,’ and Ge as ‘nimmt . . . seine Eigenschaften
an.’ Such an interpretation is possible and may well be also implied.
But here, I think, it is likely to be a secondary resonance, since the
liturgical context implies that Soma is putting on all the physical
ritual ingredients that are his foundation.

This same hymn also describes more a specific foundation on
which soma is produced in 9.97.22 t�aks:ad y�ad�ı m�anaso v�enato v��ag
jy�es: t:hasya v�a dh�arman: i ks: �or �an�ıke / ��ad �ım �ayan v�aram ��a v�ava�s�an��a
j�us: t:am p�atim: kal�a�se g��ava �ındum ‘‘When the speech from the thought
that is tracking him fashions (Soma) on the foundation of the fore-
most (thought)11 or in the face of the herd,12 then the cows, bellowing
as they wished, came to him, their delighting husband, the soma-drop,
in the vat.’’ The verse is open to a variety of explanations, but cd
establish a specific ritual context: this part of the verse describes the
mixing of milk, the ‘cattle,’ with soma, who is the husband of the
cows. Therefore, in b, soma ‘in the face of the cow’ should be the
soma as it is about to be mixed with the milk.13 The rest of the verse
refers to a different ingredient in soma’s creation, namely the recita-
tion of the hymn. It is this thought of the seer which provides the
foundation for soma. I account for the disjunctive v�a by a locational
contrast between the ‘foundation of the foremost (thought)’ and the
‘face of the herd.’ The thought is the starting point for the fashioning
of soma (and as such, its foundation) and the ‘herd’ is the point
toward which soma goes. This movement reflects a ritual sequence
from the beginning of the chant at the first flowing of soma into the
filter up to soma’s pouring into the milk mix.

Dh�arman and dh�ar�ıman appear in consecutive verses in 9.86, and
neither verse lends itself to easy interpretation. Dh�ar�ıman is attested
only twice, and so it is difficult to know whether or how it differs from
dh�arman. However, the formal contrasts between the two words in
this hymn are striking: dh�arman occurs in the instrumental plural and
dh�ar�ıman in the locative singular. Perhaps dh�ar�ıman is, as Re sug-
gests, an infinitive. But whether dh�ar�ıman is a noun (so Wennerberg,
1981: 94), perhaps equivalent to dh�arman, or an infinitive, in either
case, it can describe the ritual as a foundation for soma: 9.86.4 pr�a ta
��a�svin�ıh: pavam�ana dh�ıj�uvo divy��a asr

�
gran p�ayas�a dh�ar�ıman: i = pr��ant�ar

�r
�
s:aya sth��avir�ır asr

�
ks:ata y�e tv�a mr

�
j�anty r

�
s: is: �an: a vedh�asah: ‘‘Forth have

your (streams?),14 that speed insights and are A�svin-bound, been sent
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surging, together with the milk and upon the foundation.15 Forth
have the seers sent surging their stalwart (insights?)16 within (the
soma streams [?])17 – they the ritual experts, who groom you, o you
that win seers.’’ The passage is amenable to the interpretation of
dh�arman I have been urging, although I cannot claim much more
than that. The verse describes the blending of the soma juices pouring
through the filter and the hymns that accompany that process. The
juices and hymns are equated (by the fact they are both ‘sent surging’)
and mixed (if indeed the hymns enter into the soma streams). In that
context, dh�ar�ıman: imight recall the ‘foundation of truth’ (9.7.1, 110.4)
or the ‘foundation of the foremost (thought)’ (9.97.22). That is to say,
an additional intersection of the soma juices and the hymns is that the
hymns provide the ritual foundation for the creation of soma as it
flows through the filter.

The meaning of 9.86.4 is not made much clearer by vs. 5, in which
dh�arman also occurs: 9.86.5 v�ı�sv�a dh��am�ani vi�svacaks:a �r

�
bhvasah:

prabh�os te sat�ah: p�ari yanti ket�avah: = vy�ana�s�ıh: pavase soma
dh�armabhih: p�atir v�ı�svasya bh�uvanasya r�ajasi ‘‘Your beacons circle
around all your domains, o inventive (Soma), whose gaze falls on all,
even though you are he that comes to the fore. Reaching throughout
(your domains), you purify yourself according to your foundations.
You rule as lord of the whole living world.’’ The hymn operates on a
double characterization of Soma as ‘going around’ and as ‘leading.’
On the one hand, soma visibly goes all around the filter and sym-
bolically goes all around his domains. And in a contrasting move-
ment, soma visibly leads the way forward into the soma vat and
symbolically leads the way into the world. This double character-
ization of Soma’s action is then resumed by the opposition between
his domains and his foundations. The former describe the area
through which soma moves; the latter the basis upon which it moves
and upon which the pressed soma becomes the purified soma.18

Soma – or the Sun or even Soma as the Sun – is produced on the
‘foundation of truth,’ that is, on the foundation of the ritual, in
9.110.4 �aj�ıjano amr

�
ta m�artyes: v ��a _m r

�
t�asya dh�armann am�r

�
tasya

c��arun: ah: = s�ad�asaro v��ajam �ach�a s�anis:yadat ‘‘You have given it birth, o
immortal one, here among mortals, upon the foundation of the truth,
(upon that) of the deathless and cherished. / You have ever raced,
always flowing here toward victory’s prize.’’ The initial problem in
this verse is to sort out who has done what to whom. First, who has
given birth? That, surely, is Soma, who is explicitly addressed
throughout the hymn. Who, then, is given birth? According to
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S�ayan: a, whom Re follows, soma has given birth to the sun, or rather,
soma has given birth to itself as the sun. Elsewhere, as the soma passes
through the filter, which represents the midspace, it becomes a sym-
bol of the sun (cf. Oberlies, 1999: 151 n. 107, 244 n. 119), and this
passage is moving along the same lines. Who is the ‘deathless and
cherished’? Again this must be soma, since these are characteristic
epithets of soma. What, then, is the ‘foundation of truth’? The central
problem is the relation between the ‘truth’ and the ‘deathless and
cherished.’ Ge separates them by taking am�r

�
tasya c��arun: ah: as a par-

titive genitive with the soma, which is the implied object of the verb:
‘‘Du . . . hast . . . (den Trunk) des angenehmen G€ottertranks.’’ But in
so dividing ��a _m r

�
t�asya and am�r

�
tasya, which form a figure suggesting

their connection (as Re rightly points out), this syntactic analysis is
forced. It is better to construe the genitives closely, and that leaves
two possibilities. First, the ‘deathless and cherished’ is in apposition
to the ‘truth,’ as Re interprets it: ‘‘. . . dans l’observance de l’Ordre,
(ce) beau (principe) immortel.’’ If the ‘deathless and cherished’ is
soma, then soma must be the ‘truth’ as well. This is possible: Soma
could be the foundation for the sun and, as part of the ritual process,
an expression of the truth. But a second possibility is that the ‘truth’
and the ‘deathless and cherished’ are parallel genitives to dh�arman. If
the ‘truth’ is again the sacrifice (or the hymn), as in 9.7, then the verse
would be saying that Soma as the Sun is born on a foundation of the
ritual and on a foundation of soma itself. Despite its convolutions, I
prefer this second interpretation.

At the heart of two other passages rests a paradox. Soma’s journey
of purification takes it from heaven to earth through the midspace,19

but unlike heaven and earth, which are visible foundations, the
midspace across which soma runs provides no natural foundation.
According to two verses, soma nonetheless finds a foundation as it
rides the wind toward the earth. The first is 9.25.2 p�avam�ana dhiy��a
hit�o ¢bh�ı y�onim: k�anikradat = dh�arman: �a v�ay�um ��a vi�sa ‘‘Purifying
yourself, sped by insight, and crying loudly toward your womb, /
enter the wind through your foundation.’’ The governing image is
once again that of soma as a horse. Here it leaps into the wind and
gallops downwards toward the soma vat. The question is: what is the
‘foundation’ that allows him to do that? Re says that it is his ‘nature’
and Ge, his ‘ordinance, instruction’ (‘Bestimmung’). Both are possi-
ble, but in light of 9.7.1 and 110.4 in which soma is founded on the
truth, the foundation of soma here might also be the ‘insight’ of the
priests that speeds him on his way. The difficulty with this view is that
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a parallel passage, 9.63.22 (below), shows no basis for a similar
interpretation. Therefore, even though this passage does not demand
this interpretation, I take dh�arman to refer to the ritual in general,
which provides the foundation for soma’s journey from heaven to
earth in the purification process. The ritual gives soma a foundation
through space, which itself offers no foundation.

As I mentioned, the interpretation of 9.25.2 must take into account
9.63.22 p�avasva dev�ayus: �ag �ındram: gachatu te m�adah: / v�ay�um ��a roha
dh�arman: �a ‘‘Purify yourself, god, toward life.20 Let your invigoration
go to Indra. / Mount the wind through your foundation.’’ If any-
thing, the paradox is more sharply stated here: the wind does not offer
support, but yet soma finds a ‘foundation’ that allows it to mount the
wind. Here Soma is the rider rather than the horse, but the image is
otherwise similar to that in 9.25.2. Again too, Re’s interpretation
‘selon (ton) comportement-naturel’ is inviting. Ultimately, however, I
think that here also soma’s ‘foundation’ is his foundation in the ritual.

Summary

This section has considered those passages in which dh�arman describes
the ritual, or elements of the ritual, as a foundation. The ritual pro-
vides a foundation for the world (5.15.2), for heaven (10.121.9, 170.2),
for living beings (10.88.1), and for heaven and earth (9.86.9). It is
likewise the foundation for the gods (1.187.1), or more specifically of
Indra (10.50.6) or the manliness of Indra (1.55.3). The bulk of these
passages, however, concern the ritual foundations of soma. This theme
emerges especially in the verses in which soma depends on a ‘foun-
dation of truth’ (9.7.1, 110.4, cf. 97.22, 86.4), where the truth may be
the ritual or the ritual chant. The dh�arman or dh�armans of soma may
also extend beyond the realm of the ritual and the visible purification
of soma. Dh�armanmay imply also universal foundations (cf. 9.107.24,
86.5, 110.4), physical foundations (cf. 9.25.2, 63.22), or possibly the
foundational nature of Soma (cf. 9.7.7, 107.24, 97.12, 25.2, 63.22), as
well as ritual foundations. But in all of these verses, the sense of the
ritual foundations of soma remains present and primary.

DH �ARMAN AS THE FOUNDATION FOR THE RITUAL

The first foundations

Thus far, I have tried to show that dh�arman can signify the ritual
foundation for heaven and earth or for the gods. But it is also a
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concern of the R
�
gvedic poets that the ritual itself have a foundation.

This foundation for the ritual can be its ancient precedent or ancient
prototype. Especially in the younger parts of the R

�
gveda, where the

effort to establish the basis of the ritual already emerges, poets
mention the ‘first foundations’ which present sacrificers carry for-
ward. The most famous instance is in the purus:a s�ukta, 10.90. At the
end of the hymn, the poet declares the sacrifice of the purus:a (or
possibly the sacrifice that is the purus:a) to be the foundation for
subsequent ritual performance: 10.90.16 yaj~n�ena yaj~n�am ayajanta
dev��as t��ani dh�arm�an: i pratham��any �asan = t�e ha n��akam mahim��anah: sa-
canta y�atra p��urve s�adhy��ah: s�anti dev��ah:

21 ‘‘With the sacrifice the gods
sacrificed the sacrifice22: these were the first foundations, / and those,
its greatnesses, follow to heaven’s vault, where exist the ancient ones
who are to be attained (s�adhyas),23 the gods.’’ The ‘first dh�armans’ are
the model sacrifice instituted by the gods and replicated in human
performance, and as such, they are the ‘foundations’ for ritual per-
formance.

If its use in 10.90 establishes the sense of dh�arman as a ritual
precedent, then we can allow this sense in other, less clearly marked
passages. One example is 10.56.3 v�ajy �asi v��ajinen�a suven��ıh: suvit�a
st�omam: suvit�o d�ıvam: g�ah: / suvit�o dh�arma pratham��anu saty��a suvit�o
dev��an suvit�o ¢nu p�atma ‘‘You are the prize-winning horse with the
ability to win, who tracks well (?).24 Go, having travelled easily to the
praise-song,25 having travelled easily to heaven, / having travelled
easily along the first and real foundations, having travelled easily to
the gods, having travelled easily along your flight.’’ One reason that
dh�arman appears in this verse is that its literal meaning is applicable,
since, as we have seen before, a horse requires a physical ‘foundation.’
But the horse itself may be a metaphor26 and its ‘foundations’ cer-
tainly are, for the ‘foundations’ on which the horse runs are the
foundations of ritual precedent. The dh�armans are thus the first
foundations of the past, which are also real and present now in the
current ritual performance.

In addition to the passages in the tenth book, there are several in
the third, which likewise refer to the first foundations of the ritual.
Two appear in the same hymn: 3.17.1 samidhy�am�anah: pratham��anu
dh�arm�a s�am akt�ubhir ajyate vi�sv�av�arah: = �soc�ıs:ke�so ghr

�
t�anirn: ik

p�avak�ah: suyaj~n�o agn�ır yaj�ath�aya dev��an ‘‘Being kindled according to
the first foundations, he is anointed with unguents – he that fulfills all
wishes, / the flame-haired, ghee-cloaked, purifying Fire, who makes
the sacrifice good – for the sake of the sacrifice to the gods.’’ What
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gives the present sacrifice legitimacy is that it is a new instantiation of
the ancient form, and therefore its fire is kindled according to that
ancient form. If the foundations in vs. 1 refer to the ancient proto-
type, then this may also be the case in vs. 5, although here there is no
reference to the ‘first’ and dh�arma might be either singular or plural:
3.17.5 y�as tv�ad dh�ot�a p��urvo agne y�aj�ıy�an dvit��a ca s�att�a svadh�ay�a ca
�sambh�uh: / t�asy��anu dh�arma pr�a yaj�a cikitv�o ¢tha no dh�a adhvar�am:
dev�av�ıtau ‘‘The hotar-priest who is before, o Fire, who performs
sacrifice better, who sits now, as before, and is luck-bringing by
nature – / following his foundations, set forth the sacrifice, o you
who are perceptive, and establish the rite for us in our pursuit of the
gods.’’ There is much that is puzzling in this verse. Most centrally,
who or what is the h�ot�a p��urvah: ? If p��urva has a locational sense, then
the fire, whom the poet addresses and who is not the h�ot�a p��urvah: ,
might be the g�arhapatya or of any other fire except for the �ahavan�ıya.
The �ahavan�ıya should be the hotar ‘before you’ or ‘to the east of you.’
In this case, the dh�arma of that hotar are either the ‘foundations’ or
installation of the �ahavan�ıya, or they are the ‘foundations’ or starting
point for the sacrifice provided by the �ahavan�ıya fire. In either case,
with its installation, Fire is then asked to carry out the sacrifice.
Alternatively, the h�ot�a p��urvah: might be the ‘ancient hotar,’ the ancient
Fire, who takes his seat again as the �ahavan�ıya fire. In this case, his
foundations could be Fire’s ancient installation, which forms the
prototype for his present installation. Of these alternatives, I think
the latter the more likely. In this interpretation, dh�arma carries the
same sense in this verse as it does in the first verse of the hymn.

Another verse returns us to the realms of metaphor and prob-
lematic syntax: 3.60.6 �ındra r

�
bhum��an v��ajav�an matsveh�a no ¢sm�ın

s�avane �s�acy�a purus: t:uta = im��ani t�ubhyam: sv�asar�an: i yemire vrat��a
dev��an�am m�anus:a�s ca dh�armabhih: ‘‘O Indra, together with R

�
bhu and

with V�aja, may you become invigorated here in this pressing of ours,
along with your power, o you who are much praised. / These pastures
(=rituals?) have offered themselves to you according to the com-
mand of the gods and according to the foundations of Manu.’’ Again
the verse can be construed and interpreted in a number of plausible
ways. Ge takes vrat��a as instrumental, as I have done. This interpre-
tation is rejected by Ol, who suggests that it might be nom. pl. with an
ellipsis of y��a – an interpretation, especially with its supposition of an
ellipsis, that seems strained.27 If it is instrumental, then vrat��a parallels
dh�armabhih: , and the two form a complementary pair. The gods
command that the ‘pastures,’ which I take to be a metaphor for the
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rites that support Indra, be given to Indra. This command is in
conformity with the ‘foundations,’ the ancient precedent of Manu’s
sacrifice. Since Manu is the first sacrificer, his sacrifice can form an
obvious prototype.

If this is the sense of the dh�arman of Manu in 3.60.6, then dh�ar�ıman
may have a similar one in 1.128.1ab ay�am: j�ayata m�anus:o dh�ar�ıman: i
h�ot�a y�ajis: t:ha u�s�ıj�am �anu vrat�am agn�ıh: sv�am �anu vrat�am ‘‘This one here
is born on the foundation of Manu – (the one) who is the best sac-
rificing hotar-priest following the command of his acolytes and who is
Fire, following his own command.’’ Various interpreters have offered
varying interpretations of dh�ar�ıman: i: both Ge ‘im (Feuer)beh€alter des
Manu’ and Hoffmann (1967: 121) ‘in den H€anden des Menschen’
take it materially, Oldenberg (1897: 137) ‘in Manu’s firm law’ more
abstractly, and Re ‘pour être port�e par l’Homme’ as an infinitive. But
if it is interpreted in accord with 3.60.6, then the ‘foundation of
Manu,’ on which the Fire is kindled, could again be the ritual prec-
edent established by Manu. This is essentially the view of Grassmann,
who translates ‘nach altem Brauch’ (cf. Wennerberg, 1981: 94). Al-
ways, however, there is the possibility that dh�ar�ıman has a double
significance and that it indicates something material as well, perhaps,
as Ge surmises, the fire place.

Another complex verse also refers to another kind of ancient
prototype, this time the prototypes of the sages’ compositions: 3.38.2
in�ot�a pr

�
cha j�anim�a kav�ın��am, manodh�r

�
tah: suk�r

�
tas taks:ata dy��am=im��a u

te pran: y�o v�ardham�an�a, m�anov�at�a �adha n�u dh�arman: i gman ‘‘And ask
about the forceful generations of sages. Giving foundation to their
thought and performing well, they fashioned heaven. /And these are
your (=Indra’s) leadings forth, which grow strong and which are
won by thought; therefore they go now upon (that) foundation.’’
Although not directly relevant to the the meaning of dh�arman, it
would be helpful to know what exactly is meant by manodh�r

�
t, since

m�anov�at�ah: . . . dh�arman: i in cd echoes it. It is typically translated in the
sense of ‘resolute’ (Ge: ‘entschlossen’) or, more literally, ‘holding firm
the mind’ (Ol: ‘die Festhalter des Geistes’ or Hoffmann, 1967: 225:
‘den Geist festhaltend’), and such an interpretation is both justifiable
and sensible. But it yields a bland translation that does not reveal
much about why the sages are here called manodh�r

�
t. If suk�r

�
t refers to

the sages’ ritual performance, then manodh�r
�
t should refer to the sa-

ges’ ritual speech, which would be the means through which the sages
‘give foundation’ (

p
dhr

�
) to their thought. More critical to the inter-

pretation of dh�arman are Indra’s ‘leadings forth’ (pran:��ı). Most likely
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they are the hymns or rather the ‘inspired thoughts,’ which 3.38.1a
anounces as a theme of this hymn: abh�ı t�as: t:eva d�ıdhay�a man�ıs:��am
‘‘Like a fashioner, I reflect upon my inspired thought.’’ If the ‘lead-
ings forth’ do refer to the hymns, then they might be the inspirations
that Indra leads toward the present generation of sages, or they might
be inspirations that lead Indra forth. In favor of the latter, the
descriptions of the ‘leadings forth’ as ‘growing strong’ and even more,
as ‘won by thought’ are appropriate to the sages’ poetry and its
success in making Indra manifest. In this context, then, dh�arman is
the ‘foundation’ on which these new hymns are composed, namely,
the old hymns of the ancient sages, the old hymns which helped create
the world.

Fire as the creator of ritual foundations

The sacrifice has not only a historical foundation in its ancient pro-
totypes but also a present foundation in the various constituents on
which it depends. The most fundamental constituent is the fire, which
sustains the sacrifice. The clearest instances of this image are two
passages in which Fire is the dharm�an, the ‘foundation-giver’ of the
rite. The first is 10.92.2 im�am a~njasp��am ubh�aye akr

�
n: vata dharm��an: am

agn�ım: vid�athasya s��adhanam=akt�um: n�a yahv�am us: �asah: pur�ohitam:
t�an�un�ap�atam arus: �asya nim: sate ‘‘This one, drinking straightaway,28

have both29 made their own – Fire, the foundation-giver and success-
bringer of the ritual distribution – / him, the youth, do the dawns kiss
like the night, him who is installed in front and who is the bodily
descendant of the ruddy one.’’30 Dharm�an and s��adhana are comple-
mentary: Fire is the beginning of the rite as its founder and also its
end, as the agent of its success. The second verse is 10.21.3 tv�e
dharm��an: a �asate juh��ubhih: si~ncat��ır iva / kr

�
s:n: ��a r�up��an: y �arjun�a v�ı vo m�ade

v�ı�sv�a �adhi �sr�ıyo dhis: e v�ıvaks:ase ‘‘The foundation-givers sit on you, like
pouring (ladles) with their tongues.31 / Colors of black and silver:
you all, have I in my invigoration – / (you) and all glories you assume
– have I made to declare.’’ The address is to the Fire’s flames, which
repose on fire as tongues of flame, in the same way that spouts,
representing tongues, are attached to the ladles that pour the offer-
ings. The verse does not explain why the flames are foundation-giv-
ers, but in view of the preceding verse, it is most likely that they
provide the foundations upon which the ritual offerings are poured.

If the flames repose on Fire, then they have their ‘foundation’ in
the fire. Such is the meaning of 10.20.2 agn�ım �ıl:e bhuj��am: y�avis: t:ham:
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�s�as��a mitr�am: durdh�ar�ıtum / y�asya dh�arman sv �ar �en�ıh: sapary�anti m�at�ur
��udhah: ‘‘I call upon Fire, the youngest of those finding satisfaction
[= the gods], the ally (/Mitra)32 difficult to hold33 through his
authority, / upon whose foundation, the mottled females wait on the
sun, (as on?) their mother’s udder.’’ As the parentheses and query
that decorate this translation indicate, the verse is problematic in its
details. The function of dh�arman, however, is thankfully more plain.
As both Ge and Re have recognized, the ‘mottled females’ are the
flames. Here, therefore, Fire is the foundation of the flames that reach
upward to the sun in order to suckle on it.

In three other passages, 3.3.1, 8.43.24, and 5.26.6, Fire creates or
oversees foundations, although the identity these foundations is un-
stated. Given that the verses concern the ritual fire and that Fire is the
‘foundation-giver’ of the rite, these foundations are likely to be either
foundations that are the ritual itself or foundations for the ritual. The
most intriguing of these passages is 3.3.1 vai�sv�anar��aya pr

�
thup��ajase

v�ıpo r�atn�a vidhanta dhar�un: es:u g��atave / agn�ır h�ı dev��a _m am�r
�
to duvasy�aty

�ath�a dh�arm�an: i san�at�a n�a d�udus:at ‘‘They give inspired words as riches
to do honor to Vai�sv�anara of broad face, in order that he go upon
supports, / for Fire as a deathless one befriends the gods, and
therefore, from of old, he never ruins their foundations.’’ The ‘sup-
ports’ (dhar�un: a) are the ‘inspired words’ that empower Fire. The
reason to give these words to Fire and thereby empower him is that
the Fire never compromises the ‘foundations’ of the gods. In my
view, the foundations are the rites that the Fire brings to success. One
might understand the dh�arm�an: i as the foundational ‘ordinances’ of
the gods rather than the ritual ‘foundations’ that sustain the gods.
However, the point of the verse is to emphasize the service that Fire
renders to the gods and not his obedience to them. Further evidence
from the context is inconclusive. The root

p
d�us: , which governs

dh�arman, is only attested in two other verbal forms. In one verse,
though, the thing ‘ruined’ is probably a ritual recitation: 7.104.9ab y�e
p�aka�sam: s�am: vih�aranta �evair y�e v�a bhadr�am: d�us: �ayanti svadh��abhih:
‘‘Who distort an innocent recitation in their ways, or who ruin a good
one willfully . . .’’ If a ritual recitation can be ruined, so then can a
ritual. The other example is in the notoriously problematic Vr

�
s:�akapi

hymn. In her study of this hymn, Jamison (1996: 78) translates the
relevant lines in this way: 10.86.5ab priy��a tas: t:��ani me kap�ır vy �akt�a vy
�ad�udus:at ‘‘The monkey has spoiled my dear (well-)shaped and dec-
orated things.’’ Indr�an:�� is speaking, and her ‘things’ are her sexual
organs. In both these verses, therefore, the things ruined are
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perceptible objects: words or body parts. The interpretation of the
dh�arm�an: i as rites carries a comparable concreteness.

If we understand 3.3.1 in this way, then 5.51.2 might be interpreted
similarly. The verse addresses all the gods: 5.51.2 �r

�
tadh�ıtaya ��a gata

s�atyadharm�an: o adhvar�am / agn�eh: pibata jihv�ay�a ‘‘You whose insights
are truth, come here. You whose foundations are real, (come) to the
rite. Drink with the tongue of Fire.’’ Undoubtedly, the thoughts that
the gods think are true, and the foundations that they institute are
real. If the verse is so interpreted, dh�arman might have the sense of
‘decree’ that it has in connection with Mitra and Varun: a in 5.63.1
(below). The reference to the r

�
t�a ‘truth’ does bring the verse within

the sphere of those sovereign gods, but even granting the possibility
of this reading, a second interpretation of the verse is also implied.
The ‘insights’ are typically the hymns that are recited to the gods, and
therefore the ‘foundations’ could likewise be the ritual foundations
that are established for the gods. This reading is particularly appro-
priate here at the beginning of a hymn, which is inviting the gods to
come to the real and present rite that is being offered them. Sup-
porting this second interpretation is also 1.12.7ab kav�ım agn�ım �upa
stuhi saty�adharm�an: am adhvar�e ‘‘Praise the sage Fire, whose founda-
tions are real at the rite.’’ Here the ‘real foundations’ are the ritual
foundations that Fire creates at the ritual performance.

The possibility that dh�arman has both a ritual and non-ritual sig-
nificance is especially strong in 8.43.24 vi�s��am: r��aj�anam �adbhutam
�adhyaks:am: dh�arman: �am im�am, agn�ım�ıl:e s�a u �sravat ‘‘The undeceivable
king of the clans and overseer of the foundations, this one here, – /
Fire, I reverently invoke: he will hear.’’ Since Fire is the ‘king of the
clans,’ dh�arman might also have a political sense and therefore des-
ignate the ‘decrees’ of a king. Oberlies (1999: 359), for example, notes
that Fire is here similar to Varun: a and translates, ‘‘Den K€onig der
Vi�s, diesen untr€uglichen Aufseher der Ordnungen, Agni erquicke
ich.’’ But �adhyaks:a, unlike r��ajan, is not a political term. In 10.129.7,
the poet asks about the ‘overseer’ of the world and in 10.88.13, Agni
Vai�sv�anara, representing the sun, is the ‘overseer’ of the ‘marvel’
(yaks: �a), although it is not clear what that marvel is.34 The most
suggestive parallel occurs in 10.128, which is an appeal for help in the
contest of sacrifices. In the first verse, this appeal is made directly to
Fire: 10.128.1 m�am�agne v�arco vihav�es: v astu vay�am: tv�endh�an�as tanv �am
pus: ema / m�ahyam: namant�am prad�ı�sa�s c�atasras tv�ay��adhyaks: en: a p�r

�
tan�a

jayema ‘‘Fire, let luster be mine amid the competing calls. Kindling
you, we would thrive ourselves. / Let the four directions pay rever-
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ence to me. With you as overseer, we could win the contests.’’ The
imagery is military, but the context is ritual, and here Fire is the
overseer of the rite that the poet hopes will triumph over all other
rites for the attention of the gods. I would suggest we have a similar
context in 8.43.24, and once again, Fire is the overseer of the rites as
‘foundations.’ The verse would reflect Fire’s double role as the image
of the priest and of the clan lord, who is the sacrificer.

The idea that Fire provides the foundations for the gods by car-
rying forward the sacrifice appears in 5.26.6 samidh�an�ah: sahasrajid
�agne dh�arm�an: i pus:yasi dev��an�am: d�ut�a ukthy �ah: ‘‘Being fully kindled, o
Fire who conquers thousands, you made the foundations thrive, as
the praiseworthy messenger of the gods.’’ Elsewhere, the kinds of
things that are ‘made to thrive’ are typically goods (v�as�uni) and other
things worth choosing (v��ary�a[n: i]), so the ‘foundations’ should be a
material thing that makes someone’s life better. Since this an address
to the Fire, those things would reasonably be the ritual offerings, and
those who are supported would be the gods. This interpretation is
strengthened by the description of Fire as the ‘messenger of the gods,’
who carries the words and offerings to the gods. But with equal
plausibility, these foundations could be the rewards, the ‘goods’ and
‘things worth choosing,’ that are earned by Fire’s efforts in the sac-
rifice, and the beings so rewarded could be humans. In the latter case,
the ‘foundations’ would then be the possessions that are the foun-
dations of human life or the sacrifice that produces such things.

Indra

As Fire establishes foundations, so also can Indra, although in the one
example, the nature of those foundations is undefined. Tentatively, I
place it together with the other passages in which the foundations are
foundations for the ritual: 8.98.1 �ındr�aya s��ama g�ayata v�ıpr�aya br

�
hat�e

br
�
h�at / dharmak�r

�
te vipa�sc�ıte panasy�ave ‘‘To Indra sing the chant, a

lofty (chant) to the lofty inspired poet, / to him that creates the
foundations, that perceives poetic inspirations, and that draws
admiration.’’ Scarlata (1999: 74) considers various possible ways of
construing the passage. As he points out, it is possible that the first
stem of the compound dharmak�r

�
t is dharm�an, rather than dh�arman. In

favor of this interpretation,
p
kr
�
once (in 10.92.2) has dharm�an as its

acc. object,35 but it never has dh�arman. But while possible, this
interpretation makes the passage even more obscure. Who would be
the ‘givers of foundations’ that Indra makes? The priests? Or Fire?
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Scarlata also cites 9.64.1 where
p
dh�a, which can semantically parallelp

kr
�
, governs dh�arman. In that passage, dh�arman has the sense of a

foundational authority, and that meaning too is possible here, al-
though otherwise the contexts of the two passages are quite different.
But the thing, and it is an admittedly slight thing, that makes me
believe that dh�arman in 8.98.1 refers to the ritual is its complement
vipa�sc�ıt, which can describe a ritual performer (cf. Scarlata, 1999: 122).
Since vipa�sc�ıt establishes a ritual context, I take dharmak�r

�
t as meaning

either that Indra creates ritual foundations (for the world) or that
Indra creates foundations for the ritual.

Summary

The best evidence for the interpretation of dh�arman as a foundation
for the ritual are the passages, such as 10.90.16, that speak of the ‘first
foundations’ of the ritual, the ritual precedents which the present
rituals follow. Later on, of course, it would be appropriate to speak
of the ritual ‘ordinances,’ eventually formulated in the s�utra litera-
ture, but for the period of the R

�
gveda, in which the ritual was varied

and fluid, such reference to ritual ordinances is an anachronism. The
theme of the ritual’s foundations carries into Agni hymns, in which
Fire is the dharm�an, the one who gives foundation to the rites
(10.21.3, 92.2). In other verses (e.g., 3.3.1, 8.43.24, and 5.26.6),
however, the rites that Fire governs are themselves ‘foundations,’
those of the gods and of humans.

DH �ARMAN AS THE FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD

While many of the ‘foundations’ mentioned in the R
�
gveda have ref-

erence to the soma ritual, dh�arman also means ‘foundation’ in the
general sense of a universal, physical foundation, a foundation for all
things or living beings. The earth is the ultimate foundation, since
every object and living being rests upon the earth. A good example, if
not entirely unproblematic, is 1.159.3 t�e s�un�avah: sv�apasah: sud�am: saso
mah��ı jaj~nur m�at�ar�a p�urv�acittaye / sth�at�u�s ca saty�am: j�agata�s ca
dh�arman: i putr�asya p�athah: pad�am �advay�avinah: ‘‘These their sons, of
good deeds and very wondrous skills, have given birth to the two
great parents who are to be attended to first.36 / You two protect the
real one upon the foundation of the standing and the moving, and
(you protect) the track of your son who is free of deception.’’ The
hymn addresses Heaven and Earth, who are the ‘two great parents.’
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Two problems in this verse are the identities of their ‘sons’ in line a
and their ‘son’ in line c. We can leave the first undecided. As Ge
suggests, they could be the gods generally or they could be ancient
seers, since either might be credited with the creation of Heaven and
Earth. The identity of the ‘son’ is more critical to the interpretation of
dh�arman. According to one explanation of S�ayan: a, their son is the
sun. Ge notes that this interpretation is supported by 1.160.1 (below),
but says that the son more likely refers to the living creature. Simi-
larly, Re understands the son as a human son. But I think S�ayan: a’s
explanation is right, since it yields a perfectly coherent image of the
sun moving across the sky and because it is appropriate to the con-
text. That still leaves the question of the identification of the ‘real one’
in line c. It need not be the same as the ‘son’ in d, but if not, it should
be closely connected with him. Most likely it refers to the Fire, who is
‘real’ because he is actually and immediately present in front of the
reciter of the hymn and other participants in the rite. Elsewhere, Fire
is the ‘real’ (1.1.5, 5.25.2), the ‘real sacrificer’ (3.14.1), and the ‘most
real’ hotar-priest (1.76.5, 3.4.10). If so, then line c is a reference to the
fire and d to the sun: the fire is on the earth, which is the foundation
of both plants and animals, that is, ‘the standing and the moving,’
and the sun, to which the fire corresponds, is in the heaven.

The characterization of earth as the foundation also occurs in
10.16, which is a funeral hymn: 10.16.3 s��uryam: c�aks:ur gachatu v��atam
�atm��a dy��am: ca gacha pr

�
thiv��ım: ca dh�arman: �a / ap�o v�a gacha y�adi t�atra te

hit�am �os:adh�ıs:u pr�ati tis: t:h�a �s�ar�ıraih: ‘‘Let your eye go to the sun, your
life-breath to the wind. Go to heaven and to the earth according to
your foundation, / or go to the waters, if there (a place) is fixed for
you. Take your stand among the plants with your body parts.’’ Lines
bc form two alternatives for the dead man: either he finds a place in
heaven and earth or in the waters. The translation of line b is awk-
ward and uncertain, but I believe the line means that the deceased
should go to heaven and to earth with the earth (or heaven and earth)
as his foundation. Note the parallelism in lines b and d. In d, the
plants become the body parts of the deceased, as in b, the earth (or
heaven and earth) become his foundation.

Heaven and earth together function as a foundation also for the
sun, which moves between them. This is one sense of 1.160.1, al-
though the verse is complicated because it may refer both to the sun
and to its earthly equivalent, the ritual fire: 1.160.1 t�e h�ı dy��av�apr

�
thiv��ı

vi�sv�a�sambhuva r
�
t��avar�ı r�ajaso dh�aray�atkav�ı / suj�anman�ı dhis: �an: e ant�ar

�ıyate dev�o dev��ı dh�arman: �a s��uryah: �s�ucih: ‘‘Because these are Heaven and
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Earth, that are good luck to all, that are truth-bearing, and that give
foundation to the sage of the airy space, / he goes between the two
stations of strong birth, he the god (goes) between two gods, he, the
blazing sun (goes) according to his foundation.’’ According to Ge
(following one suggestion of S�ayan: a) and Re, the ‘sage of the airy
space’ is the sun. The sun is between Heaven and Earth, who give
birth and foundation to it. Another possibility is suggested by Ol,
who takes the sage to be the Fire. Now, clearly these two interpre-
tations are not exclusive, since the ritual fire can represent the sun. If
the ‘sage’ is first the Fire in line b, then line d is reenvisioning that
Fire as the Sun. This interpretation would also relocate the main
action and principal reference of the verse to the sacrificial ground.
The two ‘stations’ (dhis: �an: e) could refer to places in the ritual that
represent earth and heaven, that is, to the fire places at the western
and eastern ends of the vedi. The movement of the ‘sage’ between
heaven and earth would therefore be reflected in the movement of the
sacrificial fire from the west to the east, as well as in the movement of
the sun from the east to the west. The ‘foundation,’ therefore, would
be both the installation of the fire in the fire places as well as the
foundation for the sun created by heaven and earth.

In 10.149, the god Savitar, rather than Heaven and Earth, estab-
lishes the foundation for the sun. This hymn presents a short cos-
mogony in which the sun is born on the foundation provided by
Savitar: 10.149.3 pa�sc�ed�am any�ad abhavad y�ajatram �amartyasya
bh�uvanasya bh�un��a / suparn: �o a _ng�a savit�ur gar�utm�an p��urvo j�at�ah: s�a u
asy��anu dh�arma ‘‘After this (world), the other, sacrificial (world) came
to be, together with the coming to be of a world of living beings that is
deathless. / Surely the strong-winged bird of Savitar was born first,
following upon his (=Savitar’s) foundation.’’ As obscure as it is, this
translation is clearer than the verse, and especially in ab, the transla-
tion makes several interpretive leaps. With some confidence, however,
we can say that ab refers to the creation of this world, and possibly also
to the creation of the world of the sacrifice and to the creation of the
next world. On this cosmogonic level, Savitar’s ‘strong-winged bird’ is
the sun, which here is the first created thing after heaven and earth (cf.
Oberlies, 1998: 444). But this first creation rests on a foundation
provided by Savitar himself. Savitar is associated with the onset of
night, but he also brings the night to a close by sending the sun on its
course and all the creatures to their various daylight activities (Ob-
erlies, 1998: 222f.). Therefore, the verse depicts the birth of the sun, a
birth which Savitar compels, even as he himself disappears.
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The theme of the ‘foundation of the sun’ also occurs in 8.6.19f.,
which is a complex passage because it sustains metaphor through
ellipsis. The result are verses that successfully defy exegetical deter-
mination: 8.6.19 im��as ta indra p�r

�
�snayo ghr

�
t�am: duhata �a�s�ıram / en��am

r
�
t�asya pipy�us:�ıh: == 20 y��a indra prasv �as tv�as��a g�arbham �acakriran / p�ari
dh�armeva s��uryam ‘‘These dappled (cows)37 yield ghee and the milk-
mix for you, Indra, / (and also) this, (a milk-mix)38 of truth,39 since
they are swelling (with truth), // – (they, the) fruitful (cows), that have
made you their new-born by their mouth, (are) around (you?) like
foundations40 (around) the sun.’’ With the understanding that any
interpretation of this verse is a risky enterprise, I understand it in the
following way. The insights embedded in the hymns are the ‘dappled’
and ‘fruitful’ cows, which bring Indra into manifestation at the sac-
rifice (Oberlies, 1998: 276ff.). Since they bring him to manifestation,
they therefore give birth to him, who is their ‘new-born’ child, and
they surround him, for indeed the hymns do surround Indra. ‘Their
mouth’ is the mouth of a cow licking clean a new-born calf, and the
mouth of the priest who recites the hymns. Finally, because they give
birth to him, these cows and hymns are his foundations.41 Since Indra
is like the sun, therefore, the cows and hymns are like foundations for
the sun. The reference to the foundations of the sun may suggest a
mystery: What holds the sun up in the heavens? It must have a
foundation, even if it is not a visible one.

An unnamed god gives birth and foundation to the world in
10.121.9 m��a no him: s�ıj janit��a y�ah: pr

�
thivy��a y�o v�a d�ıvam: saty�adharm�a

jaj��ana / y�a�s c�ap�a�s candr��a br
�
hat��ır jaj��ana k�asmai dev��aya hav�ıs: �a vidhema

‘‘Let not him, who is the birth-father of earth, do us harm, or him –
the one whose foundations are real – who gave birth to heaven, / and
him who gave birth to the glittering, deep waters. Who is the god to
whom we should do homage with our oblation?’’ Since the emphasis
in this verse is constantly on the unnamed god as the birth-giver of
the world, saty�adharman should refer to the foundations that this god
establishes, the foundations upon which heaven and all the rest of the
world depend.

There is one final passage that is intriguing because, on one level,
at least, it suggests a more common sense of ‘foundation.’ This verse
is 2.13.7 which likely refers to the ‘foundation’ of plants. The verse
addresses Indra: 2.13.7 y�ah: pus:p�ın:�ı�s ca prasv �a�s ca dh�arman: ��adhi d��ane
vy �av�an�ır �adh�arayah: / y�a�s c��asam�a �ajano didy�uto div�a ur�ur �urv��a _m
abh�ıtah: s��asy ukthy �ah: ‘‘You, who distributed (vi . . . adh�arayas) the
flowering and fruitful (plants)42 according to the foundation (of each)
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and the streams at their division (?),43 and you, who produced the
incomparable flashings of heaven, you, the wide one surrounding the
containing ones,44 you are the praiseworthy.’’ Dh�arman here draws
and plays on vi+

p
dhr

�
, and represents the basis for the plants’ dis-

tribution. But a variety of interpretations are then possible. The
dh�arman could belong to Indra, and therefore be the ‘ordinance’
according to which he assigns them their place. In this interpretation,
Indra’s command is their foundation. Or the dh�arman could belong
to the plants, in which case the ‘foundation’ could be the place where
each kind of plant belongs. I think the latter is the least freighted
interpretation. The ‘foundation’ of the plants is therefore the place of
the plants.

Summary

With the exception of 2.13.7, the above passages refer to various
kinds of cosmic and physical foundations. Both the living (1.159.3)
and the dead (10.16.3) find foundations on heaven or earth or both.
The sun especially finds a foundation (8.6.19f.), which may be on
heaven and earth (1.160.1) or through the god Savitar (10.149.3).
These uses of the term illustrate the breadth of dh�arman and suggest
that the liturgical sense of the term considered earlier is a reflection of
the character of the R

�
gveda rather than that of the word dh�arman

itself.

DH �ARMAN AS THE ‘FOUNDATION’ OR ‘NATURE’ OF A DEITY

In the passages considered thus far, the sense of dh�arman as ‘foun-
dation’ has been directly applicable. What follows are passages, in
which occur more extended senses of dh�arman. These fall into two
groups. In one, dh�arman has the sense of the foundation of a deity, or
more clearly, the ‘foundational nature’ of a deity. In a second,
dh�arman is the social and material ‘foundation’ provided by the
authority of a king. It is not always easy to separate these senses from
the more concrete meaning of ‘foundation,’ nor indeed from one
another – a hardly surprising circumstance in a poetic collection like
the R

�
gveda. In fact, already in the discussion of the ritual foundations

of Soma, especially with regard to 9.7.7, 86.5, and 110.4, I argued
that dh�arman might refer to the nature of soma that is created in the
ritual, as well as to its ritual foundation. Since the boundaries that
separate these different senses are permeable, the following passages
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are those that show the senses of ‘foundational nature’ or ‘founda-
tional authority’ more distinctly, rather than exclusively.

Both Renou and Geldner frequently recognize dh�arman in the
sense of ‘nature’ in their translations, indeed more emphatically and
frequently than I. But they are surely right that there are passages
which refer to deities’ foundations in the sense of their ‘natures.’ In
10.44, the poet twice speaks of the ‘foundation’ of Indra, the char-
acter that defines his action: 10.44.1 ��a y�atv �ındrah: sv�apatir m�ad�aya y�o
dh�arman: �a t�utuj�an�as t�uvis:m�an / pratvaks: �an: �o �ati v�ı�sv�a s�ah�am: sy ap�ar�en: a
mahat��a v�r

�
s:n: yena ‘‘As the lord of his own, let Indra journey here for

his invigoration – he, the vibrant, who thrusts forward according his
nature (/‘foundation’), / who energetically dominates45 over all
strengths according to his boundless and great bull-likeness.’’ The
parallelism in case and construction of dh�arman: �a in b and v�r

�
s:n: yena in

d suggest that both belong to Indra and both define who and what he
is. A few verses later, dh�arman once again appears, although here the
sense is less well defined: 10.44.5 g�amann asm�e v�as�uny ��a h�ı �s�am: sis:am:
sv�a�s�ıs:am bh�aram ��a y�ahi som�ınah: / tv�am �ı�sis:e s��asm�ınn ��a satsi barh�ıs:y
an�adhr

�
s:y��a t�ava p��atr�an: i dh�arman: �a ‘‘Let good things go among us, for I

hope for them. Journey here to the soma-bearer’s stake,46 which
carries his good expectation.47/ You are master. Take your seat here
on this sacred grass. Vessels which belong to you are not to be
claimed (by another) according to your nature (/‘foundation’).’’ The
focus of cd is still the character of Indra: the verse states that he is
master and therefore the poets invite him to sit at the sacrifice. It
would be reasonable, then, if the dh�arman is that principle according
to which the soma cups belong to Indra and to Indra alone in his
foundational nature, his very character as Indra. Alternatively, these
vessels may be Indra’s according to their foundation, that is,
according to their place in the ritual.

One of the problems regarding the sense of dh�arman as the nature
of a deity is the rather limited number of deities of whom it is used. In
addition to the passages in which it describes the character of Indra,
those considered earlier in which it might refer to the nature of Soma,
and those to be considered in which it might refer to the natures of
Mitra and Varun: a, the sense of dh�arman as ‘foundational nature’
appears distinctly only in connection with Savitar. The latter espe-
cially is not a major deity of the R

�
gveda, and yet there are four

passages in which dh�arman is the ‘nature’ of Savitar. The reason for
this is the transparency of Savitar, or rather, the transparency of
Savitar’s name. Consider, for example, 10.175.1 pr�a vo gr�av�an: ah:
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savit��a dev�ah: suvatu dh�arman: �a=dh�urs: �u yujyadhvam: sunut�a ‘‘Let the god
Savitar (Compeller) compel you forth, pressing stones, according to
his nature (‘foundation’). / Hitch yourselves to the chariot poles. Press
the soma!’’ Renou has this verse exactly right: ‘‘selon sa disposition
inn�ee (de dieu Incitateur).’’ ‘Compelling’ is the foundational nature of
the god ‘Compeller,’ and therefore it is according to that nature that
Savitar compels the pressing stones. This verse is echoed later in the
same hymn and to the same effect: 10.175.4 gr��av�an: ah: savit��a n�u vo
dev�ah: suvatu dh�arman: �a / y�ajam�an�aya sunvat�e ‘‘Pressing stones, let the
god Savitar compel you according to his nature (‘foundation’) / for
the sacrificer who presses soma.’’ Again, it is the character of Com-
peller to govern the movement of the pressing stones.

Two other verses from the core R
�
gveda show the same idea, al-

though not as obviously as in 10.175. The first is 4.53.3 ��apr�a r�aj�am: si
divy��ani p��arthiv�a �sl�okam: dev�ah: kr

�
n: ute sv��aya dh�arman: e / pr�a b�ah��u asr�ak

savit��a s�av�ımani nive�s�ayan prasuv�ann akt�ubhir j�agat ‘‘He has filled the
heavenly and earthly realms. The god sets their rhythm to his own
nature (/‘foundation’). / Savitar has stretched forth his two arms to
compel, as he makes the moving world settle down and compels it
forth at night’s darkest hours.’’ Lines cd depict Savitar as the god
that brings the world to rest during the night, and then, in the dark
hours before dawn, that begins to rouse it once again. This rhythm
reflects his nature as the god that compels both rest and activity, and
therefore the verse says that he sets that rhythm to his own nature.

A fourth example presents the most complicated (and doubtful)
case: 5.81.4 ut�a y�asi savitas tr��ın: i rocan�ot�a s��uryasya ra�sm�ıbhih: s�am
ucyasi / ut�a r��atr�ım ubhay�atah: p�ar�ıyasa, ut�a mitr�o bhavasi deva
dh�armabhih: ‘‘And you travel, Savitar, through the three realms of
light, and you abide with sun’s rays. / And you encircle the night on
both sides, and you become Mitra, o god, according to (your)48

nature (/‘foundations’).’’ In its interpretation of dh�arman, this
translation essentially follows Ge: ‘‘und du bist nach deinen Eigens-
chaften der Mitra’’ and Re ‘de par (tes) dispositions-naturelles.’ The
question remains, however, how the verse fits together. Why is Sav-
itar Mitra, or, to rather, why is the god that compels also the god of
alliances? Lines a-c describe Savitar as embracing the two ends of the
day, the beginning and end of night. In doing so, he conjoins those
times, as an alliance between them would do. Because his uniting day
and night is a reflection of his nature as the god that compels, he
becomes, as the compeller, also the god of alliance. Alternatively, the
verse might be read: ‘‘according to his (=Mitra’s) nature.’’ This latter
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interpretation gives the verse a slightly difference nuance. Insofar as
Savitar acts as the god of alliances by uniting the space and time, he
becomes the god of alliances according to the nature of Mitra.

In addition to these passages, there is a repeated line that compares
an object or being to Savitar because it and Savitar share the same
foundational nature, the ability to compel or impel. The first instance
is from the gambler hymn, 10.34, in a verse that compares the dice to
Savitar: 10.34.8 tripa~nc�a�s�ah: kr�ıl:ati vr��ata es: �am: dev�a iva savit��a
saty�adharm�a / ugr�asya cin many�ave n��a namante r��aj�a cid ebhyo n�ama�ıt
kr
�
n: oti ‘‘Three times fifty in number, the army of these (dice) plays.

Like god Savitar’s, its foundation is real. / They do not bow even to
the battle-fury of the powerful; even the king does homage to them.’’
Were it not so awkward, I would like to translate: ‘‘Like god Sav-
itar’s, its (Savitar-like) foundation is real’’ or ‘‘its (Savitar-like) nature
is real’’ because the point is not that both Savitar and the army of
dice each have a real foundation, but that they each have the same
real foundation, the same ability to compel. As the nature of Savitar
is to compel, so also the dice too have become a compulsion for the
gambler. The second verse is 10.139.3 r�ay�o budhn�ah: sam: g�amano
v�as�un�am: v�ı�sv�a r�up��abh�ı cas: t:e �s�ac�ıbhih: / dev�a iva savit��a sa-
ty�adharm�endro n�a tasthau samar�e dh�an�an�am ‘‘The basis of wealth and
the gathering of goods, (the sun) watches over all visible things
through his powers. / Whose foundation is real like god Savitar’s, he
stands like Indra in the contest for the stakes.’’ This verse anticipates
the merging of the identities of Savitar and the sun, for it attributes to
the sun the nature of Savitar. Like a Savitar, the sun impels those
whom he wishes to win in the contest for goods that he oversees.

Summary

The sense of dh�arman as the ‘foundational nature’ of a deity is a
difficult one to judge. It may be more prominent than I have allowed.
In the above discussion of the dh�arman of Soma, for example, I have
mentioned this possibility in connection with five passages (9.7.7,
107.24, 97.12, 25.2, 63.22) and could have done so with others. But I
am inclined to restrict this sense of dh�arman primarily to contexts in
which the foundational nature of a god is manifest in the god’s name.
This is certainly the case for Savitar, whose character is so trans-
parent that he is often marked as dev�a savit�r

�
‘god Compeller,’ where

dev�a makes it clear his identity as a god. This same transparency to a
foundational nature of a god and therefore the use of dh�arman to
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describe that foundational nature may also be the case for Mitra and
Varun: a, whom we will consider below. Where a god’s names are less
transparent or their characters more complex, I would expect this use
of dh�arman to be less frequent. It is not absent, however, since
dh�arman may describe the nature of Indra in 10.44.1, 5.

DH �ARMAN AS THE FOUNDATION CREATED BY A SOVEREIGN DEITY

The last sense in which dh�arman is a ‘foundation’ is the most sig-
nificant, for it is on this sense that much of the later development of
dh�arman and dh�arma is established. A dh�arman can be the ‘founda-
tion’ through which a sovereign deity upholds the life of a commu-
nity. This foundation can be the material basis for the community, or
it can be prescribed behaviors and social relations which structure
and sustain the community. In the latter use, it is the sovereign’s
ruling ‘authority’ or ‘institute’ – and in these ways it may often and
best be translated – upon which the life of a community depends. This
use of the term is largely confined to the spheres of two deities, or
rather of one deity and one complex of deities: the first is Soma and
the second, Varun: a or Varun: a together with �Adityas.

Soma

In the case of Soma we have some of the clearer instances of the link
between dh�arman and a ruler. In them, the ‘foundation’ that the rule
provides is likely the material foundation for the community, the
wealth which sustains it. The text is not unarguably clear on this
point, but the context suggests this interpretation in two verses and
permits it in a third. The first is 9.35.6 v�ı�svo y�asya vrat�e j�ano d�adh��ara
dh�arman: as p�ateh: / pun�an�asya prabh��uvasoh: ‘‘Under whose command
every people finds foundation (

p
dhr

�
),49 under that of the lord of

foundation, / who is purifying himself, who brings the foremost good
things . . ..’’ The foundation that the community finds and Soma
governs might be a system of social relations, but since Soma is here
invoked as prabh��uvasu, it is more likely material. In either case, the
verse establishes the link between the authority of Soma and the basis
for communal life. He is the dh�arman: as p�atih: because he possesses
royal ‘command,’ and therefore establishes the foundations for the
people. A similar connection between command and foundation oc-
curs in 9.64.1 v�r

�
s: �a soma dyum��a _m asi v�r

�
s: �a deva v�r

�
s:avratah: / v�r

�
s: �a

dh�arm�an: i dadhis: e ‘‘A bull you are, soma, a brilliant one – a bull,
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whose command is a bull, o god. / A bull, you set the foundations.’’
Again, Soma possesses command, and it is through that command
that he establishes ‘foundations,’ although here the passage provides
little information about the nature of these foundations. Finally, a
connection between kingship and the material foundation of a
community occurs in one of the attestations of dharm�an ‘foundation-
giver’: 9.97.23 pr�a d�anud�o divy�o d�anupinv�a r

�
t�am r

�
t��aya pavate

sumedh��ah: / dharm��a bhuvad vr
�
jany �asya r��aj�a pr�a ra�sm�ıbhir da�s�abhir

bh�ari bh��uma ‘‘The divine giver of drops, sweller of drops, (goes) forth.
As the truth and for the truth, the very wise one purifies himself. / He
will become the foundation-giver, the king of what belongs to the
community. He has been brought forward toward the world by the
ten reins.’’ It is the king who is the foundation-giver, for he governs
what belongs to the community, that is, its wealth. The precise sense
vr
�
jany �a is not certain because it is attested only here in the R

�
gveda,

but an earlier verse in this same hymn provides an indication of its
sense. Here Soma, as lord of the community, conquers the land and
thereby gives the people the space to live: 9.97.10cd h�anti r�aks:o
b��adhate p�ary �ar�at�ır v�arivah: kr

�
n: v�an vr

�
j�anasya r��aj�a ‘‘He strikes down

the demon, and he presses away hostilities on every side – he who, as
king of the community, creates expanse.’’ Soma’s kingship is con-
nected to his ability to give his people the means to raise and pasture
their cattle.

Mitra, Varun: a, and the �Adityas

Frequently, dh�arman occurs in close association with Varun: a, Varun: a
and Mitra, or the �Adityas and is, therefore, characteristic of the
sphere of the �Adityas. While it does not give us much information
about the reason for dh�arman’s connection to Mitra and Varun: a,
8.35.13 does illustrate how characteristic that connection is: 8.35.13
mitr��av�arun: avant�a ut�a dh�armavant�a mar�utvant�a jarit�ur gachatho
h�avam / saj�os:as�a us: �as�a s��uryen: a c�aditya�ır y�atam a�svin�a ‘‘Together with
Mitra and Varun: a and together with (their) foundation, together with
the Maruts, you go to the singer’s call. / Along with Dawn and Sun,
journey with the �Adityas, A�svins.’’ Here dh�arman is something that
Mitra and Varun: a would naturally bring with them when they re-
spond to the singer’s summons. It belongs to them as closely as the
dawn and sun belong to the A�svins, gods who appear characteristi-
cally in the early morning.
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For the most part, when it is linked to Mitra and Varun: a, dh�arman
carries the sense of a foundational authority. The reason for this rests
not so much in the semantic resonance that dh�arman independently
possesses, but rather in the character of the �Adityas. These are the
gods most closely associated with the principles that govern the ac-
tions of humans. Varun: a is the god of commandments and Mitra is
the god of alliances.50 The distinct characters of these gods then give
color to the more neutral dh�arman and define the kind of ‘foundation’
it describes, and thus, dh�arman becomes ‘the foundation of authority’
that structures society.

This interpretation of dh�arman leads to another explanation, or at
least another nuance, of the relationship between dh�arman and Mitra
and Varun: a. Since they represent the authority of alliances and
commandments, their ‘foundation,’ that is, their nature, is to repre-
sent this authority, just as the nature of Savitar is to compel. When
the poets speak of the dh�arman of Mitra and Varun: a, therefore, this
dh�arman can be both the foundational authority that orders the so-
cial worlds of gods and humans and the foundational nature that
defines the �Adityas themselves. These two sides of dh�arman are
possible in two occurrences in 5.63: vs. 1ab �r

�
tasya gop�av �adhi

tis: t:hatho r�atham: s�atyadharm�an: �a param�e vy�omani ‘‘Herdsmen of the
truth, you two stand upon your chariot, o you whose foundations are
real, in the furthest heaven’’ and vs. 7 dh�arman: �a mitr�avarun: �a vipa�scit�a
vrat��a raks: ethe �asurasya m�ay�ay�a / r

�
t�ena v�ı�svam bh�uvanam: v�ı r�ajathah:

s��uryam ��a dhattho div�ı c�ıtryam: r�atham ‘‘In accordance with your
foundation, o Mitra and Varun: a, who perceive inspired words, you
two guard your commands through the craft of a lord. / In accor-
dance with truth, you rule over the whole living world. You place the
sun here in heaven as your shimmering chariot.’’ Dh�arman: �a could be
explained in two different ways. First, it could be that in accordance
with the foundation they provide, Mitra and Varun: a guard the
commands which keep the world in order. This foundation is their
authority, the standard they impose on the world. Note that
dh�arman: �a finds a positional, syntactic, and semantic parallel in r

�
t�ena,

the truth that expresses the right organization of the world. Second,
dh�arman could signify the foundations of Mitra and Varun: a as the
embodiments of the authority to govern. It would then be according
to their own foundation that Mitra and Varun: a guard their com-
mands. Note especially the appearance of vrat�a. Etymologically, it is
connected to Varun: a, which again suggests that it is especially his
nature or ‘foundation’ as god of commands that is manifest in the
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‘‘foundation’’ or authority according to which Mitra and he govern
the world.

Similar arguments apply also to 5.72.2ab vrat�ena stho dhruv�aks: em�a
dh�arman: �a y�atay�ajjan�a ‘‘By your command, you two are those that
give peaceful dwellings that endure, assigning places to the people
according to your foundation.’’ This time vrat�ena expresses the
general authority of the Mitra and Varun: a to ensure that people can
dwell in peace, and dh�arman: �a expresses their foundational authority
to organize the different peoples. Note that ‘assigning places to the
people’ is a function particularly connected with Mitra (cf. Thieme,
1957: 40f.). The appearance of vrat�a and y�atay�ajjana, terms that re-
flect the characters of Mitra and Varun: a, again suggests that the
dh�arman according to which they act is both their foundation as well
as the foundational authority they apply to the world.

The �Adityas are kings, and the connection between royalty and
dh�arman is a constant in verses describing the dh�arman of the
�Adityas. A complex but informative example is 10.65.5 mitr��aya �siks:a
v�arun: �aya d�a�s�us: e y��a samr��aj�a m�anas�a n�a pray�uchatah: / y�ayor dh��ama
dh�arman: �a r�ocate br

�
h�ad y�ayor ubh�e r�odas�ı n��adhas�ı v�r

�
tau ‘‘Strive for the

sake of Mitra and of Varun: a who acts dutifully, for them, the
universal kings who, through their thought, are not far away, / whose
dominion shines aloft according to their foundation, for whom
the two worlds are twin need51 and twin course.’’ Ge rightly notes
that the dh��aman ‘dominion’ of Mitra and Varun: a is probably, in
one sense at least, the sun. Therefore, dh�arman is a ‘foundation’ for
the sun as the symbol of their rule. Thus, dh�arman has a double res-
onance. On the one hand, since Mitra and Varun: a are kings, their
foundation is their authority. On the other, the hymn recalls also
the image of dh�arman as the cosmic foundation for the sun. More
generally, though, dh��aman might refer to the whole heavenly
sphere over which Mitra and Varun: a rule and to which they give
foundation by their dutiful action as gods of alliance and com-
mandment.

Both Soma and Varun: a occur as kings and in connection with
dh�arman in 10.167.3 s�omasya r��aj~no v�arun: asya dh�arman: i b�r

�
hasp�ater

�anumaty�a u �s�arman: i / t�av�ah�am ady�a maghavann �upastutau dh��atar
v�ıdh�atah: kal�a�s�a _m abhaks:ayam ‘‘Upon the foundation of king Soma
and Varun: a,

52 and under the protection of Br
�
haspati and Anumati, /

today, at your praise, o generous one (= Indra), I consumed vats (of
soma), o you that set in place and that set apart.’’ Note the implicit
locational imagery. On top is the ‘cover’ (�s�arman) provided by
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Br
�
haspati and Anumati and below the ‘foundation’ created by Soma

and Varun: a. Their designation as kings implies that the dh�arman of
Soma and Varun: a is their royal authority. And perhaps, their
appearance together reflects the complementary sides of their
dh�arman: Soma establishes material foundation, Varun: a social
foundation.

Soma and Varun: a appear together only rarely, but given the re-
peated connections between Soma and dh�arman and between Varun: a
and dh�arman, it is not surprising that Soma and Varun: a, when they
do appear together, do so in the context of dh�arman: 9.107.15f. t�arat
samudr�am p�avam�ana �urm�ın: �a r��aj�a dev�a r

�
t�am br

�
h�at / �ars:an mitr�asya

v�arun: asya dh�arman: �a pr�a hinv�an�a r
�
t�am br

�
h�at // n�r

�
bhir yem�an�o haryat�o

vicaks:an: �o r��aj�a dev�ah: samudr�ıyah: ‘‘He crosses the sea in a wave as he
purifies himself, he that is king and god – and lofty truth. / He rushes
according to the foundation of Mitra and Varun: a, being sped forth –
he, the lofty truth53 // – he, that is controlled by fine men, the enjoyed,
the far-gazing, the king and god of the sea.’’ Here dh�arman shows its
underlying meaning as the foundation upon which Soma travels. But
that foundation is also the foundation that Mitra and Varun: a pro-
vide, their authority. The reference to dh�arman is also conditioned by
these verses’ insistence on the kingship of Soma. Soma moves on a
foundation of royal authority because he is himself a manifestation of
kingship.

A concrete sense of dh�arman as ‘foundational authority’ occurs in
7.89.5 y�at k�ım: ced�am: varun: a da�ıvye j�ane ¢bhidroh�am manus:y��a�s
c�ar�amasi / �acitt�ı y�at t�ava m��a nas t�asm�ad �enaso deva r�ıris:ah: ‘‘Whatever
this deceit that we humans practice against the race of gods, Varun: a, /
if by inattention we have erased your foundations, do not harm us
because of that misdeed, o god.’’ The foundations the poets worry
about effacing, therefore, are precisely those foundations we would
expect the god of commandments and the embodiment of royal
authority to create – his institutes, his commands. The context of the
verse speaks strongly for this interpretation. In 10.134.7a n�akir dev�a
min�ımasi n�akir ��a yopay�amasi,

p
yup, which governs dh�arman in 7.89,

parallels
p
m�ı (or

p
mi). This later verb characteristically governs the

vrat�a and, in that context, means ‘violate’ these ‘commands’ of the
gods (cf. 1.69.7, 2.24.12, 38.7, 3.32.8, 7.31.11, 47.3, 76.5, 10.10.5, etc.).
The phrase dh�arm�a yuyopim�a, therefore, likely reproduces the sense
of vrat��a(ni)+

p
m�ı, and thus dh�arman approximates the meaning of

vrat�a ‘command.’ The dh�armans are commands as manifestations of
royal authority.
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In the passages so far considered, either Varun: a appears alone or
in conjunction with Mitra. In one example, however, Mitra appears
without Varun: a: 8.52.3 y�a ukth��a k�eval�a dadh�e y�ah: s�omam: dhr

�
s: it��apibat /

y�asmai v�ıs:n: us tr��ın: i pad��a vicakram�a �upa mitr�asya dh�armabhih: ‘‘He
(=Indra) who made the solemn words his own, who boldly drank the
soma, / for whom Vis:n: u strode his three steps, according to the
foundations of Mitra. . ..’’ The image of ascent is one basis for the
occurrence of dh�arman here, since it implies the need for a foundation
for that ascent. But the dh�arman is only figuratively a physical
foundation. The real foundation of Vis:n: u’s ascent is his relationship
with Indra. The ‘foundations of Mitra’, that is, the foundations of the
god of alliances, refer here to the alliance between Indra and Vis:n: u,
which is the basis of Vis:n: u’s three strides.

This same combination of dh�arman in the sense of a foundational
authority with the imagery of dh�arman as a physical foundation
appears in another passage concerning Vis:n: u: 1.22.18-19ab tr��ın: i pad��a
v�ı cakrame v�ıs:n: ur gop��a �ad�abhyah: / �ato dh�arm�an: i dh�ar�ayan // v�ıs:n: oh:
k�arm�an: i pa�syata y�ato vrat��ani paspa�s�e ‘‘Three tracks he strode out: he,
Vis:n: u, the undeceivable cowherd, / who gives foundation (

p
dhr

�
) to

the foundations from there // – see the deeds of Vis:n: u! – from where
he watches over his commands.’’ The ‘there’ from which Vis:n: u ‘gives
foundation’ is probably heaven, but this still leaves the problem of
identifying the ‘foundations.’ The reference to Vis:n: u’s vrat��ani, his
‘commands’, sets this verse within the context of royal authority and
again of Varun: a. The ‘foundations’ to which Vis:n: u gives founda-
tion, therefore, are his authority. At the same time, however, again as
in 8.52.3, the imagery and the context also suggest the sense of
dh�arman as a physical and universal foundation. The verse preced-
ing this passage describes the journey of Vis:n: u through the world: vs.
17 id�am: v�ıs:n: ur v�ı cakrame tredh��a n�ı dadhe pad�am / s�am�ul:ham asya
p�am: sur�e ‘‘Vis:n: u strode out – three times he set down his track –
through this (world) here, / which is drawn together in his dusty
(track).’’ That is to say, the world is encompassed in the footprints
of Vis:n: u. In vs. 18, the scene shifts explicitly to heaven, which is the
limit of Vis:n: u’s journey. Vis:n: u thus makes heaven the foundation for
the worlds. Thus, while the primary sense of dh�arman is a founda-
tional authority, the poet again evokes its sense as a physical foun-
dation.

A similar complex deployment of dh�arman occurs also in 6.70.1-3,
where again the context requires a double sense of a foundational
authority and of a physical foundation:
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6.70.1 ghr
�
t�avat�ı bh�uvan�an�am abhi�sr�ıyorv��ı pr

�
thv��ı madhud�ughe sup�e�sas�a / dy��av�apr

�
thiv��ı

v�arun: asya dh�arman: �a v�ıs:kabhite aj�are bh��uriretas�a ‘‘The two rich in ghee and excelling
in glory over living beings, wide and broad, giving honey as their milk, well-adorned
– / Heaven and Earth are buttressed apart according to the foundation of Varun: a as
the pair that are never aging, endowed with abundant semen.’’
6.70.2 �asa�scant�ı bh��uridh�are p�ayasvat�ı ghr

�
t�am: duh�ate suk�r

�
te �s�ucivrate / r��ajant�ı asy�a

bh�uvanasya rodas�ı asm�e r�etah: si~ncatam: y�an m�anurhitam ‘‘Never dry, with abundant
streams, and rich in milk, they give ghee as their milk to him that performs well –
they of flame-bright commands. / You two worlds that rule over this living world,
may you pour the semen for us which was established for Manu.’’
6.70.3 y�o v�am r

�
j�ave kr�aman: �aya rodas�ı m�arto dad��a�sa dhis:an: e s�a s�adhati / pr�a praj��abhir

j�ayate dh�arman: as p�ari yuv�oh: sikt��a v�ıs:ur�up�an: i s�avrat�a ‘‘Who has acted dutifully to-
ward you in order to stride straight ahead – o you two worlds, you two stations –
that mortal attains success. / He is regenerated through his offspring from your
foundation. Beings of varied form but of like command are poured out from you.’’

The first verse tells of the foundations of Heaven and Earth. This
foundation is the authority of Varun: a that determines their place and
their distinction from one another.54 At the same time, mention of
heaven and earth and of the foundations of heaven and earth also
puts the verse in the context of the physical foundations of the world.
The authority of Varun: a becomes materially sensible in the stability
of the worlds. The second verse mentions the commands of Mitra and
Varun: a and the theme is carried over into the third verse, in which, in
complement to the first, dh�arman becomes a temporal as well as a
spatial foundation. Earth and Heaven, paralleling their function as
physical foundations for the present world, are also the foundations
for future generations. Because of the worshipper’s reverence, the two
worlds continue the life of that mortal through his offspring by
providing them a foundation, a place for them to be and to prosper.55

At the same time, dh�arman in vs. 3 does not only have the sense of a
physical foundation for generations. Again, consider the context. The
sense of dh�arman as foundational authority is established in the first
verse by its association with Varun: a, and vrat�a occurs in both vs. 2
and in the compound s�avrata in vs. 3. Heaven and Earth inherit the
characteristic dh�arman of Varun: a, the authority that here ordains the
continuation of the sacrificer’s line.

Moreover, 6.70.3c is repeated twice more in verses which again
suggest the sense of dh�arman as ‘foundational authority.’ In the first
of these, Mitra and Varun: a create the foundation for future gener-
ations: 8.27.16 pr�a s�a ks: �ayam: tirate v�ı mah��ır �ıs:o y�o vo v�ar�aya d��a�sati /
pr�a praj��abhir j�ayate dh�arman: as p�ary �aris: t:ah: s�arva edhate ‘‘He extends
his dwelling forward across great refreshments – he, who dutifully
acts to your wish. He is regenerated through his offspring from your
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foundation. Never harmed and whole, he thrives.’’ In the second, it is
the �Adityas: 10.63.13 �aris: t:ah: s�a m�arto v�ı�sva edhate, pr�a praj��abhir
j�ayate dh�arman: as p�ari / y�am �adity�aso n�ayath�a sun�ıt�ıbhir, �ati v�ı�sv�ani
durit��a svast�aye ‘‘Never harmed, each mortal thrives, and he is
regenerated through his offspring from your foundation, / whom,
�Adityas, you lead with your good leading beyond all difficult ways to
well-being.’’ The function of Varun: a and Mitra that was assumed by
Heaven and Earth in 6.70 is here reassumed by those gods in these
two verses. At the same time, the foundation that their authority
provides is figured as a physical foundation upon which later gen-
erations stand.

Wind

One last verse that I find difficult to interpret, let alone classify, is
1.134.5 t�ubhyam: �sukr��asah: �s�ucayas turan: y�avo m�ades: �ugr��a is:an: anta
bhurv�an: y ap��am is:anta bhurv�an: i / tv��am: ts�ar��ı d�asam�ano bh�agam �ıt: t:e
takvav��ıye / tv�am: v�ı�svasm�ad bh�uvan�at p�asi dh�arman: �asury�at p�asi
dh�arman: �a ‘‘For you the glistening, gleaming rapid ones, powerful in
their invigorations, send themselves swirling; they send themselves
towards the swirling of waters. / The one moving stealthily [= the
priest?], exhausting himself, calls upon you, his fortune, in his pursuit
of the swooping (bird) [= soma?]. / You, because of the whole living
world, protect according to your foundation; you, because of your
lordliness, protect according to your foundation.’’ Since this verse is
addressing the wind, I take it as a description of the movement of the
soma through the midspace in the process of purification.56 Perhaps
this verse again reflects the idea that the wind, which seems to have no
foundation, actually does. Its foundation is both all living beings,
since breath is located within them, and also its own lordliness. In the
latter context, therefore, this passage again attests the connection
between rule and dh�arman.

Summary

This sense of dh�arman as ‘foundational authority’ is a critical source
for the later development of the concept of dh�arma, and in consid-
ering this aspect of dh�arman several points relevant to the history of
dh�arman and dh�arma emerge. First, dh�arman implies not just ‘foun-
dational authority’ but more specifically ‘royal authority.’ This facet
of its meaning is indicated either by the direct description of the gods
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that act in connection with dh�arman as kings (9.97.23, 5.63.7, 10.65.5,
10.167.3, 9.107.15f., 1.134.5) or by attributing commanding authority
to them (as in 9.35.6, 9.64.1, 5.72.2, 1.22.18f., 6.70.1ff., cf. 7.89.5).

It is not difficult to explain directly how dh�arman ‘foundation’
could come to mean ‘foundational authority’ or ‘institute.’ If an
‘authority’ is the basis of relationships among different beings or for
the organization of the world, then it is a ‘foundation’. The fact that
dh�arman as ‘authority’ is persistently connected to Varun: a and vrat�a,
however, suggests that it is at least partly the character of Varun: a
that invests dh�arman with the specific sense of authority. As we have
seen, dh�arman can mean the ‘foundational nature’ of a deity. This
sense occurs especially in connection with Savitar, whose name
transparently displays his nature as the Compeller. Varun: a’s name is
etymologically related to vrat�a ‘command, commandment’, and the
R
�
gvedic poets were aware that Varun: a embodies vrat�a and is defined

by vrat�a. As Savitar is the Compeller, so Varun: a is the god of com-
mands. When Varun: a (typically together with Mitra) acts in accor-
dance with dh�arman (cf. 5.63.7, 72.2), or when other gods (cf. 10.65.5,
6.70.1, 9.107.15) and humans (cf. 10.167.3, 7.89.5) act by or on his
dh�arman, his ‘authority’, that dh�arman also expresses his foundation,
his nature, as the god of commands. Since the nature of Varun: a is
defined by vrat�a, predictably vrat�a appears in close proximity to
dh�arman (5.63.7, 72.2, 6.70.1ff., and cf. 7.89.5).

Even if dh�arman describes a foundational authority primarily in
association with Varun: a, nonetheless, already in the younger sections
of the R

�
gveda, it carries this sense in part independently of Varun: a.

The obvious case is that of the dh�arman, the ‘foundation’ that Soma
establishes for human communities. Two features of dh�arman moti-
vate this use. First, as we have observed, dh�arman in other senses is
frequently connected with soma. Second, the instances in which Soma
is associated with dh�arman are often contexts involving Varun: a or
vrat�a or are suggestive of Varun: a. In 10.167.3, ritual consumption of
soma occurs on the ‘foundation’ of kings Soma and Varun: a. In
9.35.6, Soma’s command (vrat�a) provides a foundation and in 9.64.1,
he sets foundations through his command. In other instances too,
Varun: a is not far when other gods possess dh�arman as ‘foundational
authority’. Normally paired with Varun: a, Mitra alone appears with
dh�arman in 8.52.3, where the dh�arman is foundation constituted by an
alliance. Parallel to the relation between Varun: a and command,
alliance is both the foundation of Mitra and the foundation that
Mitra establishes. Finally, in 1.134.5, Wind protects through a
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‘foundation’ because of his ‘lordship’ (asury�a). Although various
gods are called �asura, Varun: a is characteristically such a ‘lord’, and
therefore this term once again places the passages within a Varun: a
context.

The close connection between vrat�a and dh�arman had conse-
quences for the future development of both terms. To a significant
degree, dh�arma inherits the functions of R

�
gvedic vrat�a ‘command’,

while the word vrat�a itself becomes circumscribed to a ‘vow.’ Why
this development occurs is a difficult question, but it may reflect the
changing nature of the state during the Vedic period. The dh�arman as
a physical foundation of the world and of living beings would lend
concreteness and legitimacy to the dh�arman as royal and foundational
authority. Moreover, while vrat�as rest on the personal authority of
kings and sovereign gods in the R

�
gveda, dh�arman, and certainly later

dh�arma, have universal application. As rule was institutionalized in
India, therefore, dh�arman may have become the anchor for a broader
claim of authority by rulers, an authority that ultimately reflects the
very foundation of the world. This claim, therefore, could have
contributed to the replacement of vrat�a by dh�arman in the political
sphere.

We might posit a similar development in case of another term of the
old Indo-Iranian religious vocabulary, r

�
t�a. After the early Vedic

period, r
�
t�a, ‘truth’ has part of its semantic space occupied by saty�a

‘real, true’ and part by dh�arma. In the R
�
gveda, the ‘truth’ defines the

functions of both gods and humans, the structure of the ritual, and the
general order of things. These spheres resemble those of the dh�arman,
which, as we have seen, can signify the foundations of gods, humans,
ritual, and world. But dh�arman and dh�arma came to be more closely
connected to sovereigns, while r

�
t�a was less so. To describe the order of

the world through dh�arma, therefore, linked it more specifically to
rulers and ruling authority than to describe it through r

�
t�a. Thus, a

growing authority of the king may have made dh�arma a seemingly
more realistic description of the governing principle of the world.

CONCLUSIONS

At the end of his article, Horsch helpfully laid out a summary of his
conclusions concerning the early history of dh�arman. In order to
present the results of this study for that history, I will match the
points he makes about dh�arman with my own conclusions.
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(1) The origin of the concept of dh�arman rests in its formation. It is
a Vedic, rather than an Indo-Iranian word, and a more recent coinage
than many other key religious terms of the Vedic tradition. Its
meaning derives directly from

p
dhr

�
‘support, uphold, give founda-

tion to’ and therefore ‘foundation’ is a reasonable gloss in most of its
attestations.

(2) Dh�arman can mean a physical and even a universal, cosmic
foundation; a foundation created by the ritual and a foundation for
the ritual; and a foundation comprising royal authority which creates
material or social bases for communities.

(3) There is little evidence of semantic development of dh�arman
within the R

�
gveda. Horsch’s view of a progression from myth to law

is influenced by an understanding of cultural evolution that is im-
ported into the analysis of the R

�
gveda and does not derive from that

analysis. Indeed, the ‘mythic’ sense of dh�arman as a universal foun-
dation occurs especially in the later parts of the R

�
gveda, while the

‘legal’ sense of dh�arman as royal authority appears regularly in the
family books, the old R

�
gvedic core collection. Rather than reflecting

a historical evolution within the R
�
gveda, the senses of dh�arman are

better understood as different and mutually supportive aspects of the
meaning ‘foundation.’

NOTES

1 This chronological analysis of the text follows the generalizations of Oldenberg
and Witzel, (cf. Witzel, 1995: 308ff for a more detailed discussion of the structure of
the R

�
gveda). It need hardly be said that this periodization only generally describes

the history of the composition of R
�
gveda hymns, and no layer forms an absolutely

discreet chronological stratum.
2 Neither Elizarenkova nor Ge, who also notes the repetition of derivatives of

p
dhr

�
,

is able to explain just what the purpose of these repetitions might be. The Anukra-
man:�ı implies that it is a play on the name of the poet, Dharun: a, but there are no real
grounds to believe that this was the poet’s name.
3 The sacrifices could also be at the foundation (dh�arman) of heaven, in which case
this verse belongs with those in which dh�arman describes the ‘foundation’ of the
world. But see the next verse, 10.170.2.
4 This translation takes both bh�arman: e and dh�arman: e as quasi-infinitives with
bh�uvan�aya as the object of both and t�asya as the subject. Another possibility is that
dh�arman: e refers to the foundation of Fire himself and therefore is the sacrificial
ground: ‘‘for him to bear the living world, and yes, to give him foundation. . .. ’’ Less
likely, dh�arman: e might be the foundation of the gods themselves: cf. Kümmel, 2000:
320 ‘‘Durch dessen Eigenkraft sollen zum Tragen der Welt die Götter [und] für
[ihren] Erhalt sich ausbreiten.’’ Other interpreters have offered other variations: Ge
takes t�asya only with svadh�ay�a and therefore allows the gods both to ‘bear’and ‘give
foundation to the world’, while Ol takes t�asya with bh�arman: e and bh�uvan�aya only
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with with dh�arman: e. In support of his view, Ol refers to 10.81.4, 1.154.4 ( ‘‘one who,
by triple division, has given foundation to [

p
dhr

�
] the earth and heaven and all living

beings’’), 4.54.4.
5 The problem here is the verbal gapping in b. In this case, it is dh�arman that suggests
a form of

p
dhr

�
.

6 Ge is more circumspect: he says that pit�u encompasses food and drink, especially
the soma drink. Here, though, I think soma represents all food, cf. vss. 9–10.
7 Cf. 3.34.6, 6.29.1, 7.25.1, 8.68.3, 10.99.12.
8 This interpretation makes unnecessary Ge’s more convoluted proposal that t�am is
for t�at or t��ani (referring to nr

�
m: n�a), masculine by attraction to p�arvatam.

9 It is true that soma ‘grows strong on the mountain’ (e.g., 9.71.4), but this is an
uncertain basis for describing soma as mountain.
10 The next verse continues the image of soma as a horse running into a vessel
containing waters: 9.7.2 pr�a dh��ar�a m�adhvo agriy�o mah��ır ap�o v�i g�ahate / hav�ır hav�is: s:u
v�andyah: ‘‘The stream, the lead (horse) of honey, (goes) forth and sinks away into the
great waters, / celebrated as the oblation among oblations.’’
11 The completion of the ellipsis rests principally on the nearby m�anasas, but also cf.
1.136.1ab pr�a s�u jy�es: t:ham: nicir��abhy�am br

�
h�an n�amo havy�am mat�ım bharat�a ‘‘Bring

forth the foremost (reverence) to two attentive (gods), your lofty reverence, oblation,
and thought.’’
12 Like pa�s�u from which it derives, ks: �u can be a singular collective ‘herd’, as well as
‘herding animal, cow’.
13 Ge and Re construe jy�es: t:hasya with ks: �os and take the genitives phrase with �anike.
Therefore Re translates the line, ‘. . .ou (quand il s¢agissait d¢) établir (le sacrifice) en
présence du plus puissant bétail.’ In this interpretation, therefore, dh�arman remains
the ‘‘foundation’’ of the ritual. Ge interprets the ‘best cow’ as the daks: in: �a.
14 Jamison (pers. com.) suggests that there is an ellipsis of dh��ar�a, perhaps suggested
by dh�ar�ıman.
15 Or ‘to be given foundation through the milk’?
16 I am supposing that the there is an ellipsis of dh��ı with sth��avir�ı, on the basis of dh��ıj�u
in line a.
17 Within the soma streams in p�ada a – or, if not soma streams, whatever other object
might be implied in a.
18 Dh�arman also occurs in vs. 9 of this hymn, which we have already considered.
According to that verse, Soma provides the foundations of heaven and earth, in
contrast to vs. 5, where the dh�armans are the foundations of soma.
19 Cf. 9.46.2c ‘The soma drops are set free to the wind’ and, for a discussion of
Soma’s journey through the filter, which represents the midspace, see Oberlies 1999:
151ff.
20 Ol, on 9.25.5, takes �ayus: �ak as adverbial, although he does not offer a translation.
Following Ol’s logic, Scarlata (1999: 590) considers ‘towards life’ or ‘lifewards’ (‘dem
Leben zugewendet’) a possibility, although ultimately he sets it aside in favor of
‘accompanying the �Ayus’.
21 Line b occurs also in 1.164.43d and the whole verse occurs in 1.164.50, another
hymn concerned with the interpretation of the sacrifice and therefore with its
foundations.
22 That is, ‘performed for themselves the sacrifice’ or ‘sacrificed the sacrifice (= the
p�urus:a).’ But the phrase might also mean ‘sacrificed to the sacrifice.’ Or, according to
Hoffmann Aufs. I, 117, performed ‘sacrifice after sacrifice’ (‘Opfer um Opfer’).
23 Are the s�adhy�as already ancient gods in heaven whose desirable status is worth
attaining, as the scholarly consensus suggests (cf. EWA II: 722), or, as I think more
likely, are the s�adhy�as simply the gods in general? The verb s�anti stresses that heaven
is where the s�adhy�as are, and this would be appropriate for the gods.
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24 With Ol and Re, I understand suven��ıh: to be nom. sgl. masc., not acc. pl. fem. Ol
takes ven�ı for ven:�ı and therefore as ‘well braided’ with reference to the braiding of
pearls in the tail of the horse. On this form, cf. AiGr II, 1: 239, which states that
suven�a could be a compound with an adjective as second member or a bahuvr�ıhi.
25 The praise-song sent earlier to heaven?
26 Most interpreters do take it as a literal horse, but in my view, the horse is actually
the fire.
27 Against Re’s attempt to defend Ol’s syntactic interpretation of vrat��a and in
support of Ge, see Klein 1985 I: 97.
28 The meaning of this compound is unclear. Cf. Re ‘celui qui protège à l¢instant
meme’ from

p
p�a ‘protect’ and Scarlata (1999: 317) ‘stracks sich bewegend’ fromp

p�a ‘move’.
29 Ge: gods and humans.
30 It is not clear who the ‘ruddy one’ is. Ge suggests, tentively, either the fire itself (so
also Re) or heaven (citing 6.49.3). In the context of the dawns, however, it might be
the morning sun. Cf. 10.55.6, 30.2, both, however, with arun: �a rather than arus: �a.
31 According to Ge, they sit with ladles like women pouring water. But according to
Ol, either the streams of butter are themselves pouring, or we might supply a plural
form of upas�ecan�ı from 2c.
32 Fire is both a mitr�a, an ally, and Mitra, the god who protects alliances. Here the
word is nuanced toward the latter because of the mention of his authority.
33 Literally, of course, but also figuratively because of the authority he possesses.
34 Cf. Ge’s note for other references to the ‘marvel’ and a suggestion, which is
unlikely, that it refers to the soul or spirit.
35 In that one instance, the dharm�an is Fire.
36 According to Ge, they are to be attended to first in the sacrifice, but I do not see that
they actually are attended to first.Re offers amore likely interpretation that the thought
of men should be first on them, with reference to Ge on 1.112.1 and Ol cited there.
37 On the surface level, as the context demands, the ‘dappled’ are cows, but the
ellipsis creates the context for a metaphor. Ge identifies the ‘fruitful’ in vs. 20 as
the ‘insights’ (i.e., dh�ıt�ayas) of the poets, and Ol identifies the ‘fruitful’ in vs. 20 with
the ‘dappled’ in vs. 19. The ‘dappled cows’, therefore, are also the ‘insights’, the
hymns recited by the priests.
38 There is a long discussion by Ol on en��am, which does not come to a final con-
clusion. Ge supplies �a�s�ıram, the ‘milk-mix’, which, on the narrative level, I think is
right. But like the ‘dappled’ and the ‘fruitful’, ‘this’ or ‘this (milk-mix)’refers to
‘insight’(dh��ı) or something similar. Cf. 8.95.5 where pratn��am (dh�ıyam) occupies the
position of en��am. This resolution of the ellipsis depends on the suggestion of r

�
t�asya,

which points toward the hymn. If there is a difference between the ‘cows’ and their
‘milk-mix’, it may be that the cows represents the general insights that give rise to
hymns and the ‘milk-mix’ is the insight embodied in this particular hymn.
39 Ol construes r

�
t�asya with pipy�us:�ıh: , but Ge, rightly, argues that the position of

r
�
t�asya between en��am and pipy�us:�ıh: suggests that it is to be construed with both. Cf.
8.95.5, where r

�
t�asya may also be taken with the word before and after it.

40 It is not clear here whether dh�arma is to be interpreted as singular or plural.
41 There are, to be sure, other ways of interpreting this verse. According to Ol, they
make Indra surround all dh�arman like the sun coursing around the whole world. But
the position of iva suggests that dh�arman is part of the comparison. According to Ge,
they surround Indra like the supports or pillars the sun. But do supports or the like
‘surround’? Ge refers to 5.15.2, in which the heavens have supports.
42 Both Ge and Re suggests an ellipsis ‘plants,’ presumably �os:adh�ıh: .
43 Following Roth, Re ‘upon the earth’and Ge ‘upon the field,’ a solution that is
appealing, although this interpretation of d��ana is unique to this verse. If one were to
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take d��ana as ‘gift’,then it might refer to soma as the ‘gift’to the Indra. Therefore, the
verse would then be saying that at the giving of soma Indra carries out his distri-
bution of the plants and streams. But I think it less forced to take d��ana from

p
d�a

‘divide’ and therefore in the sense of ‘division’.
44 Re, Ge ‘seas’ and this is surely one reference, but also perhaps the vats of soma?
45 Hapax. But cf. vitv�aks:an: a in 5.34.6.
46 Ge: ‘Menge’ with a note explaining it is the ‘abundance’ of soma. In any case, it is
what the soma offerer has put up in his offering to Indra in the hopes of gaining
something back from Indra.
47 Perhaps both for Indra and the sacrificer, who hopes for Indra’s gift in return?
48 Or ‘according to his (=Mitra’s) nature’ as the god of alliances.
49 On this isolated use of the active perfect of

p
dhr

�
as intransitive, see Kümmel

2000: 261.
50 For a discussion of the role of the �Adityas in the R

�
gveda, see Brereton 1981. The

functions of Mitra and Varun: a are defined by their names. In the R
�
gveda, mitr�a

means ‘alliance’ or ‘ally’(cf. pp. 25ff.), and therefore Mitra is the god that governs in
the sphere of alliance. Varun: a’s name is etymologically and semantically related to
vrat�a ‘command, commandment’(cf. pp. 70ff.), and therefore Varun: a governs in the
sphere of ‘command’or ‘authoriy.’
51 Hapax. With Ol, the word is probably dual and refers to the two ‘Hilfesuchun-
gen’, personified abstracts.
52 As Ge notes, r��aj~nas belongs to both Soma and Varun: a, with reference also to
Atharvaveda 4.27.5a.
53 On this verse, cf. Hoffmann, 1967: 117.
54 Cf. 5.69.1 tr��ı rocan��a varun: a tr��ı _mr ut�a dy��un tr��ın: i mitra dh�arayatho r�aj�am: si/
v�avr

�
dh�an��av am�atim: ks:atr�ıyasy��anu vrat�am r�aks:am�an: �av ajury�am ‘‘The three realms of

light, Varun: a, and the three heavens, the three airy spaces do you two give foun-
dation, Mitra, / having grown strong, protecting the emblem of the ruler, in
accordance with his unaging command.’’ Here Mitra, together with Varun: a, ‘gives
foundation’ to the three realms of light and the other heavenly spaces.
55 This idea that the two worlds provide a place for the mortal’s continued line is
reflected in the description of them as dhis: �an: �as, as those that provide a location for
someone or something.
56 Who is the creeping one and who is or are the swift that the creeping one pursues?
Ge takes the language as suggesting a hunter seeking his prey, and this may be the
image. But it still does not explain what in the soma rite represents the ‘hunter’ and
what the ‘prey.’ In the above translation, I have suggested that they are the priest and
the soma. The epithet d�asam�anas would be appropriate to a priest laboring at the
ritual, and t�akvan could describe the movement of soma as it rushes through the
filter, but neither is certain.
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